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2014 Falcon Football
2013 Mid-American Conference Champions • 11-Time Mid-American Conference Champions 
Tuesday, Nov. 4 • 8:00 pm
Akron (ESPN2/ESPNU)
Akron, Ohio
Wednesday, Nov. 12 • 8:00 pm
kent StAte (ESPN2/ESPNU)
Doyt L. Perry Stadium
Wednesday, Nov. 19 • 8:00 pm
toledo (ESPN2/ESPNU)
Toledo, Ohio
Friday, Nov. 28 • TBA
BAll StAte (ESPNU/ESPN3)
Doyt L. Perry Stadium
Saturday, Oct. 11 • 2:00 pm
ohio (TBA)
Athens, Ohio
Saturday, Oct. 18 • TBA
WeStern MichigAn (TBA)
Doyt L. Perry Stadium
Saturday, Sept. 13 • 12:00 pm
indiAnA (ESPNU)
Doyt L. Perry Stadium
Saturday, Sept. 20 • 12:00 pm
#17 WiSconSin (ESPN2)
Madison, Wis.
Saturday, Sept. 27 • 3:00 pm
MASSAchuSettS (TBA)
Amherst, Mass.
Saturday, Oct. 4 • TBA
BuffAlo (TBA)
Doyt L. Perry Stadium
Friday, Aug. 29 • 7:30 pm
WeStern kentucky (CBS Sports Network)
Bowling Green, Ky.
Saturday, Sept. 6 • 3:30 pm
VMi (ESPN3)
Doyt L. Perry Stadium
Falcons
1-1 (0-0)
Hoosiers
1-0 (0-0)
Bowling green vs. indiana
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Doyt L. Perry Stadium
(24,000) 
Kickoff: 12:00 pm 
ESPNU
BGSU Radio Network
Overall:  1-1
Home: 1-0
Away: 0-1
Neutral:  0-0
MAC: 0-0
MAC Home: 0-0
MAC Away: 0-0
MAC Neutral: 0-0
2014 RECORD/RESULTS
Television       
u Saturday’s game will be available live on ESPNU and the WatchESPN app
u Mark Neely (PxP) and David Diaz Infante (anaylyst) will be on the call
radio        
u Falcon Radio Network with Todd Walker (PxP) and John Gibson (analyst)
u Radio coverage can be heard on the flagship station for BGSU Football WFRO 99.1 FM in 
Fremont, Ohio as well as WWSR 93.1 FM (Lima, Ohio), WCIT 940 AM (Lima, Ohio), WXKR 100.7 
FM (Toledo, Ohio), WONW 1280 AM (Defiance, Ohio), WHKW 1220 AM (Cleveland, Ohio), WFXN 
102.3 FM (Mansfield, Ohio), WXXF 107.7 FM (Ashland, Ohio) and WHKW 1420 AM (Cleveland, 
Ohio).
u The Bowling Green Radio Sports Organization (BGRSO) broadcasts home games and 
select road games on 88.1 FM in Bowling Green.
websiTes       
u BGSUFalcons.com is the internet home of Bowling Green State University athletics
u Coverage of Indiana University athletics is available at IUHoosiers.com
social Media       
u Falcon fans can follow Falcon football all season long through several social media outlets 
which will provide in-game updates throughout the year.
u On Twitter, fans can follow @BGAthletics or @BG_Football (in-game updates), while on 
Instagram Falcon Athletics can be found at bgfalcons.
online coverage     
u Live stats can be found at BGSUFalcons.com
u Live audio can be heard via the Falcon Radio Network on BGSUFalcons.com
u Live video can be accessed online via WatchESPN.com
THe TeaMs       
u Bowling Green has started the season 1-1, following a 48-7 win over Virginia Military 
Institute on Sept. 6 in their home opener. 
u Indiana comes into the contest with a 1-0 record. The Hoosiers defeated Indiana State to 
open the season, but did not play during week two.
series inFo       
u Saturday’s meeting will be the second all-time matchup between the Falcons and 
Hoosiers. Indiana leads the series 1-0 after defeating BGSU 42-10 in last season’s matchup.
L, 59-31
W, 48-7
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Falcon Quick Facts
School ................... Bowling Green State University
Location ......................Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Founded .........................................................1910
Enrollment ...................................................17,046
Nickname ................................................... Falcons
Colors .......................................... Orange & Brown
Affiliation ....................................... NCAA Division I
Conference .................. Mid-American, East (MAC)
Stadium .................... Doyt Perry Stadium (24,000)
Surface .....................................................FieldTurf
University President ..............Dr. Mary Ellen Mazey
Faculty Representative ................ Dr. Lee Meserve
Director of Athletics .........................Chris Kingston
Athletics Dept. Phone .................... (419) 372-2401
Athletics Website ..................... BGSUFalcons.com
BGSU Staff
Head Coach ................................Dino Babers (1st)
Off. Coordinator/QB ..................Sterlin Gilbert (1st)
Off. Coordinator/OL .....................Matt Mattox (1st)
Def. Coordinator ....................... Kim McCloud (1st)
Linebackers/Special Teams ......Tom Kaufman (1st)
Secondary ................................. Nick Monroe (5th)
Wide Receivers ........................... Sean Lewis (1st)
Running Backs .............................Mike Lynch (1st)
Defensive Line ..........................Tom Freeman (1st)
Cornerbacks .............................Mike Mickens (1st)
Director of Operations .................. Roy Wittke (1st)
Director of Player Personnel ......Andrew Sowder (1st)
Strength/Conditioning ...............Sean Edinger (1st)
Graduate Assistant ........................Ben Olson (1st)
Graduate Assistant ......................Derek Shay (1st)
Graduate Assistant .............. Vincent Marshall (1st)
Graduate Assistant .............Kevin Anderson II (1st) 
Video Coordinator .................... Chris Zuccaro (6th)
Media Relations
Scott Swegan
Football Contact
Office; 419-372-7105
Cell: 419-575-9148
E-mail: swegans@bgsu.edu
Kevin Davis
Assistant Director (Secondary Contact)
Office: 419-372-7077
Cell: 704-974-9095
E-mail: daviskl@bgsu.edu
Jason Knavel
Assistant AD/Communications
Office: 419-372-7075
Cell: 814-464-5009
E-mail: jknavel@bgsu.edu 
Mike Cihon
Assistant Director
Office: 419-372-0474
Cell: 419-308-0691
E-mail: mjcihon@bgsu.edu
Jacob Dorow
Intern
Office: 419-372-7105
Cell: 440-213-2062
E-mail: jdorow@bgsu.edu
Alexx Klein
Graduate Assistant
James Nahikian
Student Assistant
Weekly Schedule/Media Availability
VMI TOP PERFORMERS
STAT OF THE WEEK
Monday, Sept. 8
Coach Babers
Available on MAC Media 
Teleconference 
(10:50 am-10:58 am)
Players
Available for phone 
interviews
Practice
Players Off
Tuesday, Sept. 9
Coach Babers
Available following 
practice upon request
Players
Available following 
practice
Practice
3:30-5:30 pm
Wednesday, Sept. 10
Coach Babers
Available at weekly press 
conference 
(11:00 am)
Players
Available upon request 
at press conference or 
following practice
Practice
3:30-5:30 pm
Thursday, Sept. 11
Coach Babers
Not available
Players
Available upon request
Practice
6:20-7:20 am
#FalconFast isn’t all about passing. While 58% of yards and 56% of first downs have come through the air, the 
Orange and Brown have found a way to finish drives on the ground, rushing for seven TDs to just two passing.
JAMES KNAPKE
PAUL SENN
RYAN BURBRINK
ROGER LEWIS
*First career start at QB
*22-of-31 passing
* 237 yards passing
*2 total touchdowns
*Career high 13 tackles
*8 solo / 5 assisted
*2.5 tackles for loss
*Forced fumble
*Fumble recovery
*Pass breakup
*Quarterback hurry
*Career-high 77 punt 
return yards
*Second career punt 
return TD
*75-yard punt return 
touchdown
*Six catches for 
career high 140 
yards
*Scored first career 
touchdown on 51 
yard reception in 
4th quarter
*Also had 41 yard 
reception in game
Saturday, Sept. 13
Friday, Sept. 12
No Availability
GAMEDAY
12:00 pm vs. Indiana
Coach Babers/Players
Available following game
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MAC STANDINGS
East Division MAC Overall
Ohio 1-0 1-1
Bowling Green 0-0 1-1
Buffalo 0-0 1-1
Akron 0-0 1-1
UMass 0-0 0-2
Miami 0-0 0-2
Kent State 0-0 0-2
West Division MAC Overall
Northern Illinois 0-0 2-0
Central Michigan 0-0 2-0
Toledo 0-0 1-1
Ball State 0-0 1-1
Eastern Michigan 0-0 1-1
Western Michigan 0-0 0-1
RECENT RESULTS -- WEEK 2
Bowling Green 48 - VMI 7
Penn State 21 - Akron 3
Army 47 - Buffalo 39
Missouri 49 - Toledo 24
South Alabama 23 - Kent State 13
Colorado 41 - UMass 38
Eastern Kentucky 17 - Miami 10
Kentucky 20 - Ohio 3
Iowa 17 - Ball State 13
Northern Illinois 23 - Northwestern 15
Florida 65 - Eastern Michigan 0
Central Michigan 38 - Purdue 17
UPCOMING SCHEDULE
Friday, Sept. 12
Toledo at Cincinnati, 7 pm
Baylor at Buffalo, 8 pm
Saturday, Sept. 13
Indiana at Bowling Green, 12 pm
Kent State at Ohio State, 12 pm
Ohio at Marshall, 12 pm
Syracuse at Central Michigan, 12 pm
UMass at Vanderbilt, 12 pm
Indiana State at Ball State, 3 pm
Miami at Michigan, 3:30 pm
Western Michigan at Idaho, 5 pm
Eastern Michigan at Old Dominion, 6 pm
Northern Illinois at UNLV, 7 pm
Saturday, Sept. 20
Ball State at Toledo
Bowling Green at Wisconsin
Central Michigan at Kansas
Eastern Michigan at Michigan State
Idaho at Ohio
Marshall at Akron
Miami at Cincinnati
Murray State at Western Michigan
Norfolk State at Buffalo
Northern Illinois at Arkansas
UMass at Penn State
BOWLING GREEN WELCOMES BIG TEN HOOSIERS TO THE DOYT
• Bowling Green State University will welcome Indiana of the Big Ten Conference to 
Doyt L. Perry Stadium on Saturday afternoon. 
• Saturday’s game will mark the first time since Sept. 6, 2008 in which the Falcons have 
hosted a school out of a Power Five conference. In that 2008 matchup, Bowling Green 
was defeated by Minnesota.
• Indiana will be the fourth Power Five conference school that the Falcons have 
hosted at Doyt Perry Stadium since 2000. Bowling Green is 1-2 in such games.
• On Sept. 9, 2000, Pittsburgh (ACC) defeated the Falcons 34-16 inside the Doyt. Then, 
in 2002, Bowling Green smashed Missouri (SEC) 51-28 on Sept. 14. In 2008, Minnesota 
defeated BGSU 42-17. 
BGSU FALCON FOOTBALL
• Bowling Green State University is in its 95th season of football in 2014 with an all-
time record of 516-355-52 (.587).
• The Falcons are coming off a win against Virginia Military Institute last Saturday, 
downing the Keydets 48-7 in the home opener.
• Saturday’s win against VMI marked the first win of the Dino Babers era at Bowling 
Green. 
• The win over the Keydets on Saturday marked the sixth consecutive season that 
BGSU has won a home opener. 
• Bowling Green has now won six of their last seven games inside Doyt Perry Stadium.
WHAT A WIN WOULD MEAN
• A win on Saturday against Indiana would improve Bowling Green’s record to 2-1 on 
the season, marking their second consecutive victory. 
• A victory against the Hoosiers would mark the Falcons’ first against a Big Ten 
opponent since defeating Minnesota in overtime to open the 2007 season.
• The last time that Bowling Green defeated a school from a Power Five conference 
came in 2008, when the Orange and Brown opened the season with a win at 
Pittsburgh.
FALCONS READY FOR TWO-GAME STRETCH VERSUS BIG TEN OPPONENTS
• Bowling Green is set to embark on a two-game swing against a pair of Big Ten 
Conference opponents, beginning with Saturday’s matchup against Indiana.
• Following the home game against Indiana, the Falcons will travel to Wisconsin for a 
road showdown in Camp Randall with the Badgers on Sept. 20.
• The back-to-back games against Big Ten foes marks the first time since 2007 that 
Bowling Green has played opponents from the Big Ten Conference in consecutive 
weeks. In 2007, the Falcons defeated Minnesota to open the season before losing to 
Michigan State.
• All-time, the Falcons have a 5-16 record against Big Ten opponents. Bowling Green 
has defeated Minnesota, Northwestern (twice), and Purdue (twice).
HEAD COACH DINO BABERS
• Dino Babers is in his first season at Bowling Green in 2014, and his third as a head 
coach overall.
• He has a 1-1 record at Bowling Green, but holds a career record of 20-8. Babers has 
won a conference title in each of his first two seasons as a head coach.
• Babers has also been named conference coach of the year in both seasons as a head 
coach, after taking a last-place team and winning two Ohio Valley Conference crowns 
at EIU.
• Babers has an impressive pedigree of mentoring NFL-caliber players. His 
quarterback at EIU, Jimmy Garoppolo, was drafted in the second round of the 2014 
NFL Draft by the New England Patriots. In total, Babers has coached more than 30 NFL 
players.
• On top of individual player success, Babers knows how to get the most out of his 
teams. Babers’ teams have been to the postseason eight times in the past 10 seasons.
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2014 Honors
Jacob Bennett, RSo., OL
3rd Team Preseason All-MAC OT (Athlon)
Ryan Burbrink, RJr., WR/PR
1st Team Preseason All-MAC PR (Athlon)
2nd Team Preseason All-MAC PR (Phil Steele)
CFPA Top 40 Punt Returner Watch List
CFPA National Punt Returner (Sept. 8)
MAC East Special Teams Player of the Week 
(Sept. 8)
Gehrig Dieter, RSo., WR
3rd Team Preseason All-MAC WR (Phil Steele)
Logan Dietz, RSo., OL
4th Team Preseason All-MAC OT (Phil Steele)
Travis Greene, RJr., RB
1st Team Preseason All-MAC RB (Phil Steele)
1st Team Preseason All-MAC RB (Sporting News)
1st Team Preseason All-MAC RB (Athlon)
CFPA Top 40 Running Back Watch List
Alex Huettel, RJr., OL
1st Team Preseason All-MAC C (Phil Steele)
1st Team Preseason All-MAC C (Sporting News)
2nd Team Preseason All-MAC C (Athlon)
Rimington Trophy Award Watch List
Matt Johnson, RJr., QB
1st Team Preseason All-MAC QB (Phil Steele)
1st Team Preseason All-MAC QB (Sporting News)
1st Team Preseason All-MAC QB (Athlon)
Walter Camp Award Watch List
Maxwell Award Watch List
Davey O’Brien Award Watch List
Manning Award Watch List
CFPA Top 40 Quarterback Watch List
D.J. Lynch, RSr., LB
1st Team Preseason All-MAC LB (Phil Steele)
3rd Team Preseason All-MAC LB (Athlon)
Gabe Martin, RSr., LB
1st Team Preseason All-MAC LB (Phil Steele)
2nd Team Preseason All-MAC LB (Athlon)
KNAPKE GIVEN KEYS TO OFFENSE
• Quarterback James Knapke (Fort Wayne, 
Ind.) has taken over the offense following 
a season-ending injury to opening game 
starter Matt Johnson.
• In his debut as a starter, Knapke 
completed 22-of-31 passes for 237 yards.
• Knapke connected on a 51-yard pass to 
Roger Lewis in the fourth quarter for a 
touchdown.
• His 22 completions were the most for 
a first career start in a Bowling Green 
uniform since quarterback Matt Schilz 
went 22-of-43 at Troy on Sept. 4, 2010.
• Omar Jacobs was the last quarterback 
at BGSU to complete more passes than 
Knapke during a first career start. Jacobs 
completed 24-of-41 passes in a loss at 
Oklahoma on Sept. 4, 2004.
SEVERAL FALCONS SEE FIRST ACTION
• Six Falcons have made their first career 
start through the first two weeks of the 
2014 season.
• Gehrig Dieter (WR), Roger Lewis (WR), 
Tim McAuliffe (C), Nate Locke (LB), James 
Knapke (QB), and Gus Schwieterman (DL) 
have all started games for the Falcons 
this season.
• In addition to those four, 14 other 
Falcons have seen the first playing action 
of their careers during either the WKU or 
VMI contests.
• Nick Johnson (CB), Austin Valdez (LB), 
Monti Phillips (LB), Joe Davidson (P), 
Ryan Hunter (OL), John Klingerman (WR), 
Shannon Smith (DL), Cody Callaway (QB), 
Hunter Folkertsma (TE), Trevahn Beery 
(DB), Matt Robinson (DB), Dominique 
Carter (LB), Malik Brown (DL), and Trevor 
Roop (WR) have all made appearances 
during the first two weeks of the season. 
COPPET FINDS PAYDIRT
• Fred Coppet (Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.) will be 
an integral part of Bowling Green’s up-
tempo attack in 2014.
• During the first two weeks, Coppet has 
rushed for 138 yards on 15 carries (9.2 
yards per carry).
• Coppet has also found the end zone in 
each of the first two games, his first two 
career touchdowns.
GREENE MEANS GO
• Travis Greene (Carol City, Fla.) surpassed 
100 yards rushing for the 10th time in his 
career on Saturday against VMI.
• Greene has surpassed 1,800 career 
rushing yards for the Falcons.
• Saturday’s two-touchdown 
performance marked the seventh time 
in his career that Greene has found the 
end zone twice in the same game.
• A redshirt junior, Greene has rushed 
for 1,824 career yards. He is just 176 
yards from becoming the 12th player 
in school history with more than 2,000 
yards rushing.
• Greene set a school record in 2013 
with 1,594 rushing yards.
• He also set a school record last season 
with nine games of 100-plus rushing 
yards.
• A versatile back, Greene scored 
touchdowns in eight games, including 
three multi-rushing touchdown 
contests.
• Of the five games that Greene did not 
reach 100 yards, he recorded more than 
88 yards in three of those games.
• Eight of Greene’s performances over 
the century mark saw him rush for 125-
plus yards.
• Greene also recorded 18 receptions 
and two touchdowns in 2013. He had 
a season-high four catches for 71 yards 
and a score against Akron.
SPECIAL TEAMS DO SPECIAL THINGS
• Over the last several years, BGSU’s 
special teams unit has proved to be 
one of the best in the Mid-American 
Conference.
• That trend has continued throughout 
the first two games of the season.
• Bowling Green scored two special 
teams touchdowns on Saturday against 
VMI, after scoring just three during the 
entire 2013 season.
• Joe Davidson is averaging 40.3 yards 
per punt, having punted nine times 
thus far.
• In the season-opening loss at WKU, 
Tyler Tate tied his career-high with a 
52-yard field goal. He has also made 10 
extra points this season.
SURE-HANDED HEATH
• Heath Jackson (Ada, Ohio) has become 
one of Bowling Green’s most reliable 
targets since the latter half of 2013.
• Jackson has continued as one of 
BGSU’s top receivers to start the season, 
recording 11 receptions for 117 yards 
through two games.
FALCONS IN THE SPOTLIGHT
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2014 Honors
Ronnie Moore, So., WR
4th Team Preseason All-MAC WR (Phil Steele)
Tyler Tate, RJr., K
3rd Team Preseason All-MAC K (Phil Steele)
3rd Team Preseason All-MAC K (Athlon)
Lou Groza Award Watch List
Bryan Thomas, RSr., DL
1st Team Preseason All-MAC DE (Phil Steele)
3rd Team Preseason All-MAC DE (Athlon)
Ryland Ward, RSr., DB
2nd Team Preseason All-MAC S (Phil Steele)
1st Team Preseason All-MAC S (Athlon)
Jim Thorpe Award Watch List
• All but one BGSU football game will 
air on the ESPN family of networks in 
2014, with the recently announced MAC 
television contract extension with ESPN.
• The season opener at WKU aired 
nationally on CBS Sports Network.
• The week two contest against VMI was 
aired to a national audience on ESPN3.
• Saturday’s game against Indiana will be 
live on ESPNU, while the Sept. 20 game 
against Wisconsin will air on ESPN2.
SENN-SATIONAL PERFORMANCE 
• Paul Senn set a career high with 13 
tackles on Saturday against VMI.
• The senior linebacker surpassed his 
previous career high of five tackles.
• Senn flew all over the field, recording 
2.5 tackles for loss, a forced fumble, a 
fumble recovery, a pass breakup and a 
quarterback hurry.
• Senn recorded eight solo tackles and 
five assisted tackles, surpassing his 
previous career high of five total tackles.
CAPTAINS AGAINST VMI
• Offense: RB Travis Greene
• Defense: DB Brian Sutton
• Special Teams: K Anthony Farinella
HOW #FALCONFAST WAS BORN
• After the departure of Dave Clawson for 
Wake Forest following the 2013 season, 
Director of Athletics Chris Kingston 
announced the hiring of Dino Babers on 
Dec. 18, 2013.
• A protege of Art Briles at Baylor, Babers 
brings with him an up-tempo and 
exciting brand of football to Bowling 
Green and Doyt L. Perry Stadium.
• Inheriting a team that averaged 34.8 
points per game last season, Babers and 
his staff will have the opportunity to use 
a talented and deep roster to elevate the 
Falcon offense to greater heights in 2014.
• What can fans expect to see out of 
Bowling Green this season? Well, last year 
at Eastern Illinois, Babers’ team outscored 
opponents by an average of 48.2 to 22.8.
• Quarterback Matt Johnson, who started 
the final 13 games of the 2013 season, 
has a veritable plethora of weapons 
to choose from in 2014. Among those 
weapons are running back Travis Greene, 
who set the school record with 1,594 
rushing yards in 2013.
LEWIS LEADING FALCONS
• Roger Lewis (Pickerington, Ohio) 
made his debut for the Falcons at WKU. 
Lewis, a former 4-star recruit out of high 
school, started at wide receiver.
• Lewis led the Falcons with eight 
receptions, while tying for the team 
lead with 78 receiving yards.
• In his second career game against VMI, 
Lewis registered six catches for a career-
high 140 yards.
• Against VMI on Saturday, Lewis beat 
his defender for a 51-yard touchdown, 
the first of his career.
OFFENSIVE LINE CLEARING WAY
• Through the first two games of the 
season, Bowling Green’s offensive line 
has cleared the way for the Falcons to 
put together nearly 500 yards of offense 
per game.
• The Falcons also lead the MAC in 
scoring offense, averaging 39.5 points 
per game.
• The offensive line features three 
returning starters from the 2013 team, 
and two others who made their first 
career starts against WKU.
• Alex Huettel leads the way with 29 
consecutive starts. He has started every 
game during his career.
• Both tackles - Jacob Bennett 
and Logan Dietz - have started 16 
conseuctive games.
• Center Tim McAuliffe and right guard 
Ben Steward have started both games 
this season.
THE FALCONS BY CLASS
• While the Falcons return a lot of 
experience in 2014, they are still fairly 
young. 63% of the roster enters the year 
with at least three years of eligibility 
remaining.
• 43 players enter the season with 
four years of eligibility remaining. The 
Falcons have 21 true freshmen and 22 
redshirt freshmen.
• 20 players enter the year as 
sophomores eligibility-wise. The Falcons 
have just five true sophomores and 15 
redshirt sophomores.
• The junior class has just 21 players, 
with 14 of them having redshirted.
• The 2014 senior class will consist of 16 
players, while only four of them have 
not redshirted during their careers.
THE FALCONS BY STATE
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• Bowling Green has done a great job of recruiting their backyard in recent years. 70% 
of the roster hails from Ohio or states that immediately border the state of Ohio.
• 45 players on the 2014 roster are from Ohio. Florida (15) and Michigan (14) have the 
most student-athletes on the roster besides Ohio.
• The Falcons also have players from Illinois (6), Indiana (6), Pennsylvania (5), Texas (2), 
California (2), Massachusetts (1), Wisconsin (1), New York (1), Maryland (1), and Canada 
(1).
FALCONS IN THE NFL
• The Falcons currently have four players on NFL rosters.
• Shaun Suisham recently signed a long-term contract extension with the Pittsburgh 
Steelers. He will remain their placekicker through the 2018 season. On Sunday (Sept. 
7), Suisham made three field goals and was a perfect 3-for-3 on extra point attempts. 
Suisham’s 41-yarder as time expired gave the Steelers a 30-27 win over the Cleveland 
Browns. 
• Kory Lichtensteiger, a member of the Washington Redskins, made the move to 
center for the 2014 season. Last year, Lichtensteiger started every game at guard.
• Chris Jones is in his second season in the NFL as a member of the New England 
Patriots. Jones was named the Patriots Defensive MVP following last season.
• Alex Bayer, an undrafted free agent, made the St. Louis Rams’ 53-man roster. He led 
the Rams during preseason play with 10 catches.
BACK-TO-BACK IN THE MAC
• Bowling Green will look to become the first team in the Mid-American Conference to 
repeat as champion since Miami University in 2003 and 2004. 
• In fact, no team from the MAC East Division has even appeared in the Marathon 
MAC Championship Game in back-to-back seasons since Miami in ‘03 and ‘04.
NOTES FROM WIN OVER VMI
• The 48-7 victory on Saturday at Doyt L. Perry Stadium marked the first of the Dino 
Babers era on the sideline at Bowling Green.
• James Knapke finished 22-of-31 for 237 yards and a touchdown. His 22 completions, 
31 attempts, and 237 yards were all career highs.
• Cody Callaway made his first career appearance, going 3-for-3 for 29 yards.
• Roger Lewis led all receivers with six catches for a career-high 140 yards. He also 
caught a 51-yard touchdown, the first of his career.
• Travis Greene rushed for 129 yards on 18 carries and two touchdowns. It was his 
10th career game surpassing the century mark. It also puts him at 1,824 career yards 
rushing.
• Ryan Burbrink’s 75-yard punt return for a touchdown was the second of his career. It 
marked the second consecutive home opener in which Burbrink has returned a punt 
for a touchdown.
•Herve Coby blocked a punt and returned it for a touchdown in Saturday’s game. It 
was just his second career touchdown and first time finding the end zone since 2012.
• The Falcons had two special teams touchdowns on Saturday. Bowling Green had just 
three touchdowns on special teams during the entire 2013 season.
JOHNSON TO MISS SEASON WITH HIP INJURY
• Bowling Green State University quarterback Matt Johnson will miss the remainder 
of the 2014 season with a hip injury, suffered late in the fourth quarter at Western 
Kentucky on Friday (Aug. 29) night. Head coach Dino Babers announced the injury 
during his weekly press conference on Wednesday (Sept. 3) morning. James Knapke is 
expected to start today vs. VMI.
COBY FINDS THE END ZONE ON SPECIAL TEAMS
• Herve Coby blocked a punt on Saturday against VMI and returned it 14 yards for a 
touchdown, Bowling Green’s second special teams touchdown of the day.
• It was his second career touchdown, and first since 2012.
BGSU'S RECORD WHEN...
Overall Record  ..............................................1-1
MAC Record ....................................................0-0
Non Conference ............................................1-1
Home ................................................................1-0
Road ..................................................................0-1
Neutral ..............................................................0-0
Current Streak ................................................W1
Day .....................................................................1-0
Night .................................................................0-1
TV Game ..........................................................0-1
National Broadcasts .....................................1-1
August ..............................................................0-1
September ......................................................1-0
October ............................................................0-0
November .......................................................0-0
vs. top 25 Teams ............................................0-0
vs. Non ranked teams ..................................1-1
On Turf ..............................................................1-1
On Grass ...........................................................0-0
Scoring first .....................................................1-0
Leading after first quarter .........................1-0
Behind after first quarter ...........................0-1 
Tied after first quarter .................................0-0
Leading after second quarter ..................1-0
Behind after second quarter ....................0-1
Tied after second quarter ..........................0-0
Leading after third quarter .......................1-0
Behind after third quarter .........................0-1
Tied after third quarter ...............................0-0
Overtime ..........................................................0-0
Scoring less than 20 points .......................0-0
Scoring 20-29 points ...................................0-0
Scoring 30+ points .......................................1-1
Allowing less than 20 points ....................1-0
Allowing 20-29 points ................................0-0
Allowing 30+ points ....................................0-1
Outgain opponent .......................................1-0
Opponent outgains BGSU .........................0-1
Win turnover margin ...................................1-0
Lose turnover margin .................................0-0
Tie in turnovers .............................................0-1
Game decided between 1-10 points .....0-0
Game decided by 11-20 points ...............0-0
Game decided by 20+ points ...................1-1
When wearing .........................................
  Orange helmet ............................................0-1
  White helmet ...............................................1-0
  Orange pants ...............................................1-1
  White pants...................................................0-0
  Orange jersey ...............................................1-0
  White jersey ..................................................0-1
 
Jersey combos (helmet, jersey, pants)
  Orange, orange, orange ...........................0-0
  Orange, orange, white ..............................0-0
  Orange, white, orange ..............................0-1
  Orange, white, white .................................0-0
  White, white, white ....................................0-0
  White, white, orange .................................0-0
  White, orange, white .................................0-0
  White, orange, orange ..............................1-0
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MEET THE COACHING STAFF
• Sterlin Gilbert (Co-Off. Coor./QB) comes with Dino Babers from EIU where he was 
named the FCS Coordinator of the Year in 2013. Gilbert mentored Walter Payton 
Award Winner (top FCS player) and second round draft pick Jimmy Garoppolo at EIU.
• Matt Mattox (Co-Off. Coor./OL) also comes to BGSU from EIU, where he was the 
offensive line coach last season. Mattox, who played at Houston under Art Briles, 
coached an offensive line which bullied defenses to the tune of over 8,000 yards last 
season.
• Kim McCloud (Def. Coor.) will be in his first season at BGSU, after serving as 
defensive coordinator at EIU the past two seasons. Prior to his stint at EIU, McCloud 
spent time in the MAC at Akron. He also coached with Babers at Baylor prior to that.
• Tom Kaufman (Spec. Teams Coor./LB) has plenty of Ohio ties. After graduating 
from John Carroll, Kaufman coached in the D3 ranks in Ohio for several years before 
joining up with Babers at EIU.
• Nick Monroe (Secondary) returns for his fifth season at Bowling Green. Last season, 
Monroe’s secondary helped BGSU finish with the nation’s sixth-best passing defense.
• Sean Lewis (Wide Receivers) mentored Erik Lora, the best receiver in FCS during 
2013, at EIU. Lora and teammate Adam Drake both totaled over 1,300 receiving yards 
and combined for 32 touchdowns last season.
• Mike Lynch (Running Backs) comes to BGSU after spending the past nine seasons at 
Eastern Illinois. Last season, Lynch’s running backs combined to rush for over 3,000 
yards.
• Tom Freeman (Defensive Line) comes to BGSU with more than 30 years of collegiate 
coaching experience. He has coached with Babers at Pittsburgh, Purdue, EIU, and 
now Bowling Green.
• Mike Mickens (Cornerbacks) returns to his home state as an assistant coach under 
Babers in 2014. He was an All-American at Cincinnati in 2007 and 2008.
• Derek Shay (offense), Vincent Marshall (offense), Ben Olson (defense), and Kevin 
Anderson II (defense) will serve as graduate assistants in 2014.
• Roy Wittke (Director of Football Operations), Andrew Sowder (Director of Player 
Personnel/Recruiting), and Sean Edinger (Director of Strength & Conditioning) round 
out the football staff.
GARNERING ATTENTION
• Following a 2013 season which saw several Falcons earn postseason accolades and 
the team win a MAC Championship, it isn’t surprising that several members of the 
Orange and Brown have been named to preseason watch lists.
• Matt Johnson has garnered the most preseason attention after earning MVP honors 
at the MAC Championship Game last season. Johnson has been named to the Walter 
Camp, Maxwell, Manning, and Davey O’Brien Preseason Watch Lists.
• Alex Huettel was named to the Rimington Award Watch List for the nation’s best 
center.
• Tyler Tate was named to the Lou Groza Award Watch List for the country’s best 
placekicker.
• Ryland Ward was recognized on the Jim Thorpe Award Watch List, which recognizes 
the nation’s top defensive back.
• Johnson, Tate, Travis Greene, and Ryan Burbrink were also recognized by the 
College Football Performance Awards (CFPA) as a top 40 player at their respective 
position. 
• Several Falcons were named Preseason First Team All-MAC by at least one 
publication. Burbrink (punt returner), Greene (running back), Huettel (offensive line), 
Johnson (quarterback), D.J. Lynch (linebacker), Bryan Thomas (defensive line), and 
Ward (defensive back) all garnered first team attention.
LEGACY WEEKEND COMING TO BGSU
• The Bowling Green State University athletics department will honor the past on 
October 18 vs. WMU. In conjunction with the 50th Anniversary of the Falcon Club 
and Hall of Fame, a weekend long celebration will be held to honor the past.
CAREER TOUCHDOWNS
*Matt Johnson ...............................31
 Passing ....................................26
 Rushing...................................... 5
Travis Greene .................................16
 Rushing....................................14
 Receiving ................................... 2
*Chris Gallon .................................... 8
 Receiving ................................... 8
Ronnie Moore .................................. 8
 Receiving ................................... 8
Andre Givens .................................... 5
 Rushing...................................... 5
Heath Jackson .................................. 3
 Receiving ................................... 3
Ryan Burbrink .................................. 4
 Receiving ................................... 2
 Punt Return............................... 4
James Knapke .................................. 3
 Passing ...................................... 2
 Rushing...................................... 1
Fred Coppet ...................................... 2
 Rushing...................................... 2
Herve Coby ....................................... 2
 Passing ...................................... 1
 Punt Return............................... 1
Paul Senn .......................................... 1
 Punt Return............................... 1
Will Watson ....................................... 1
 Fumble Return ......................... 1
Chris Pohlman .................................. 1
 Receiving ................................... 1
*Will miss 2014 season with injury
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#1 Darrell Hunter DARRYL
#3 James Knapke Kuh-NAP-key
#9 Isaiah Gourdine I-ZAY-uh Gore-DEEN
#10 Herve Coby Her-VAY
#12 Diontre Delk Dee-on-TRAY
#14 Jude Adjei-Barimah EYE-JAY Buh-REE-muh
#19 Teo Redding TEE-O
#24 Trevahn Beery TRAY-vaughn BEER-ee
#25 Nilijah Ballew Nil-EYE-juh Buh-LOU
#36 Jack Walz III WALLS
#40 Dominique Carter Dom-in-EEK
#41 Patric Hannon PATRICK
#45 Jhalil Nashid-Croley Juh-LEEL Nah-SHEED
#48 Greg Hohenstein HOE-en-STEIN
#50 Izzah Lunsford I-ZAY-uh
#55 Alex Huettel HUDDLE
#63 Gus Schwieterman Shwee-TER-man
#64 Austin Labus LAY-bus
#71 Tim McAuliffe Mc-ALL-iff
#82 Brandon Poncsak Pon-SACK
#86 Vito Sosic So-SICK
#87 Jermal Hosley Jer-MALL HOES-lee
#94 David Konowalski Con-oh-WALL-ski
oFFense
PronunciaTions
deFense
2014 bgsu FooTball
dePTH cHarT 
sPecialisT
LT 67 Jacob Bennett R-So. • 6-5 • 332 (Lebanon, Ohio / Lebanon)
 59 Darion Delaney R-Sr. • 6-4 • 295 (Dayton, Ohio / Trotwood Madison)
 
LG 72 Ben Steward R-So. • 6-6 • 300 (Holt, Mich. / Holt)
 68 Ryan Hunter R-Fr. • 6-4 • 324 (North Bay, Ont. / Canisius)
 
C 71 Tim McAuliffe R-Fr. • 6-0 • 274 (Lemont, Ill. / Lemont)
       OR 77 J.J. Beggan R-So. • 6-3 • 305 (Pittsburgh, Pa. / Seton LaSalle)
RG 55 Alex Huettel R-Jr. • 6-4 • 309 (Pickerington, Ohio / Pickerington North)
 62 Spencer Cairo R-Jr. • 6-2 • 314 (Rochester, Mich. / Rochester Adams)
RT 53 Logan Dietz R-So. • 6-6 • 298 (Pittsburgh, Pa. / Central Catholic)
 74 Christian Piazza R-Jr. • 6-6 • 286 (Ann Arbor, Mich. / Huron)
QB 3 James Knapke R-So. • 6-2 • 220 (Fort Wayne, Ind. / Bishop Leurs)
 15 Cody Callaway Fr. • 6-1 • 189 ( Grafton, Ohio / Midview)
WR 1 Roger Lewis Fr. • 6-0 •196 (Pickerington, Ohio / Pickerington Central)
 87 Jermal Hosley R-So. • 5-9 • 192 (Highland Park, Mich. / Highland Park)  
 
WR 4 Gehrig Dieter R-So. • 6-3 • 204 (South Bend, Ind. / Washington)
 84 John Klingerman R-Fr. • 5-8 • 171 (Bloomsburg, Pa. / Bloomsburg Area)
WR 5 Ronnie Moore So. • 5-9 • 168 (Sanford, Fla. / Seminole) 
 17 Ryan Burbrink R-Jr. • 5-8 • 183 (Shady Side, Mary. / DeMatha)
 
WR 85 Heath Jackson R-Sr. • 6-0 • 185 (Ada, Ohio / Ada)
 10 Herve Coby R-Jr. • 6-0 • 179 (Delray Beach, Fla. / American Heritage) 
 
RB 8 Travis Greene R-Jr. • 5-10 • 183 (Carol City, Fla. / Monsignor Edwards Pace) 
 2 Andre Givens R-Jr. • 5-9 • 189 (Youngstown, Ohio / Hubbard)
       OR 28 Fred Coppet So. • 5-9 • 189 (Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. / St. Thomas Aquinas) 
 
TE 42 Chris Pohlman Sr. • 6-2 • 261 (Delphos, Ohio / Delphos St. John’s) 
 82 Clay Rolf R-Sr. • 6-7 • 275 (Pemberville, Ohio / Eastwood)
DE 43 Bryan Thomas R-Sr. • 6-2 • 248 (Washington, Pa. / Washington)
 88 Kendall Montgomery R-Sr. • 6-6 • 278 (Miami, Fla. / Monsignor Pace)  
NG 33 Taylor Royster R-Jr. • 5-10 • 255 (Lima, Ohio / Central Catholic) 
 63 Gus Schwieterman R-Fr. • 6-2 • 261 (Tipp City, Ohio / Bethel)
DT 92 Zach Colvin Sr. • 6-3 • 287 (Shorewood, Ill / Minooka)
 45 Jhalil Croley R-So. • 6-2 • 270 (Cincinnati, Ohio / Princeton)
DE 46 Charlie Walker R-Sr. • 6-3 • 247 (Sterling Heights, Mich. / Stevenson)
 99 Bryan Baird R-Jr. • 6-4 • 238 (Spring Valley, Ohio / Bellbrook)
OLB 7 D.J. Lynch R-Sr. • 6-0 • 252 (Pontiac, Mich. / Avondale)
 16 Austin Valdez R-Fr. • 6-0 • 226 (Sylvania, Ohio / Southview) 
MLB 27 Nate Locke R-Fr. • 5-11 • 227 (Canton, Ohio / Massillon)
        OR 30 Paul Senn Sr. • 6-0 • 213 (Norco, Calif. / Norco)
OLB 11 Gabe Martin R-Sr. • 6-2 • 236 (Grand Blanc, Mich. / Grand Blanc) 
 35 James Sanford R-So. • 6-1 • 194 (Xenia, Ohio / Xenia) 
CB 14 Jude Adjei-Barimah R-Sr. • 5-11 • 200 (Columbus, Ohio / Northland)
 21 Will Watson Jr. • 5-11 • 179 (Tampa, Fla. / Tampa Jefferson)
SS 3 Brian Sutton Sr. • 5-11 • 199 (Fishers, Ind. / Fishers)
 9 Isaiah Gourdine So. • 6-2 • 198 (Farmington, Mich. / Farmington)
FS 15 Ryland Ward R-Sr. • 5-10 • 195 (Columbus, Ohio / Brookhaven)
 18 Dernard Turner Jr. • 6-0 • 189 (Miami, Fla. / Booker T. Washington) 
CB 1 Darrell Hunter R-Jr. • 5-9 • 178 (West Palm Beach, Fla. /  Dwyer)
 13 Nick Johnson Fr. • 6-2 • 178 (Canton, Ohio / Timken)
K 98 Tyler Tate R-Jr. • 6-0  • 185 (Carroll, Ohio / Bloom-Carroll)
KOS 97 Anthony Farinella Jr. • 6-2 • 190 (Woodridge, Ill. / Downers Grove South)
P 49 Joe Davidson R-Fr. • 6-7 • 220 (Findlay, Ohio / Findlay)
LS 48 Greg Hohenstein R-So • 6-3 • 222 (Warrenville, Ill. / Wheaton-Warrenville South)
HOLD 3 James Knapke R-So. • 6-2 • 220 (Fort Wayne, Ind. / Bishop Leurs)
KR 5 Ronnie Moore So. • 5-9 • 168 (Sanford, Fla. / Seminole)
 2 Andre Givens R-Jr. • 5-9 • 189 (Youngstown, Ohio / Hubbard)
PR 17 Ryan Burbrink R-Jr. • 5-8 • 183 (Shady Side, Mary. / DeMatha)
locaTion oF coacHes
On The Field  In The Box
Dino Babers (Head Coach) Nick Monroe (Secondary)
Sterlin Gilbert (Co-OC/QBs) Tom Freeman (Defensive Line)
Matt Mattox (Co-OC/OL) Mike Lynch (Running Backs)
Sean Lewis (Wide Receivers) Mike Mickens (Cornerbacks)
Tom Kaufman (Special Teams/LBs) Derek Shay (Offensive GA)
Kim McCloud (Defensive Coord.) Kevin Anderson II (Defensive GA)
Vincent Marshall (Offensive GA) 
Ben Olson (Defensive GA) *Subject to change
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Opponent  QB  RB  WR  WR  LT LG  C  RG  RT  WR WR
at Western Kentucky Johnson Greene Jackson Moore Bennett Steward McAuliffe Huettel Dietz Dieter Lewis 
VMI Knapke Greene Jackson Moore Bennett Steward McAuliffe Huettel Dietz Dieter Lewis 
INDIANA            
at Wisconsin            
at UMass            
BUFFALO            
at Ohio            
WESTERN MICHIGAN            
at Akron            
KENT STATE            
at Toledo            
BALL STATE            
Career Starts (Total/Consecutive)           
 Johnson (14/14) Greene (13/3) Jackson (6/4) Moore (7/4) Bennett (16/16) Steward (2/2) McAuliffe (2/2) Huettel (29/29) Dietz (16/16) Burbrink (13/0) Lewis (2/2)
 Knapke (1/1) Houston (1/0) Gallon (15/0)       Dieter (2/2)
  FB-Pohlman (1/0) 
Opponent  DE  DT  NG  DE  WLB MLB  SLB  CB  S  S CB
at Western Kentucky Thomas Colvin Royster Walker Lynch Locke Martin Hunter Sutton Ward Adjei-Barimah 
VMI Montgomery Schwieterman Royster Walker Lynch Locke Martin Hunter Sutton Ward Adjei-Barimah 
INDIANA            
at Wisconsin            
at UMass            
BUFFALO            
at Ohio            
WESTERN MICHIGAN            
at Akron            
KENT STATE            
at Toledo            
BALL STATE            
Career Starts (Total/Consecutive)           
 Thomas (25/25) Colvin (8/1) Royster (2/2) Walker (23/8) Lynch (18/16) Locke (2/2) Martin (21/2) Hunter (18/2) Sutton (6/4) Ward (39/31) Adjei-Barimah (8/2)
 Montgomery (6/1) Schwieterman (1/1)
 
2014 BGSU FootBall Start Chart
OFFENSE
DEFENSE
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roStEr -- NUMErICal/alPhaBEtICal
No. Name Pos. Ht. Wt. Yr.  Hometown / High School / Previous School
1 Darrell Hunter II  DB 5-9 178 R-Jr.   West Palm Beach, Fla. / William T. Dwyer
1 Roger Lewis WR 6-0 196 Fr.  Pickerington, Ohio / Pickerington Central
2  Andre Givens  RB 5-9 189 R-Jr.   Youngstown, Ohio / Hubbard
2 Clinton Stephens DB 5-10 180 Fr.  West Palm Beach. Fla. / Dwyer 
3  James Knapke  QB 6-2 220 R-So.   Fort Wayne, Ind. / Bishop Luers
3  Brian Sutton  DB 5-11 199 Sr.   Fishers, Ind. / Fishers
4  Gehrig Dieter WR 6-3 204 R-So.  South Bend, Ind. / Washington / SMU
5  Ronnie Moore  WR 5-9 168 So.   Sanford, Fla. / Seminole
6  Chris Gallon  WR 6-4 229 R-Jr.   Orlando, Fla. / Dr. Phillips
7  D.J. Lynch  LB 6-0 252 R-Sr.   Pontiac, Mich. / Avondale
8  Travis Greene  RB 5-10 183 R-Jr.   Carol City, Fla. / Monsignor Edwards Pace
9  Isaiah Gourdine  DB 6-2 198 So.   Farmington, Mich. / Farmington
10  Herve Coby  WR 6-0 179 R-Jr.   Delray Beach, Fla. / American Heritage
11  Matt Johnson  QB 6-0 221 R-Jr.   Harrisburg, Pa. / Bishop McDevitt
11  Gabe Martin  LB 6-2 236 R-Sr.   Grand Blanc, Mich. / Grand Blanc
12  Nolan Dieter  QB 6-2 186 R-Jr.   South Bend, Ind. / Washington
12  Diontre Delk  DB 5-10 181 R-Jr.   Cleveland Heights, Ohio / Cleveland Heights
13 Nick Johnson DB 6-2 178 Fr.  Canton, Ohio / Timken
14  Jude Adjei-Barimah  DB 5-11 200 R-Sr.   Columbus, Ohio / Northland
15  Ryland Ward  DB 5-10 195 R-Sr.   Columbus, Ohio / Brookhaven
15 Cody Callaway QB 6-1 189 Fr.  Grafton, Ohio / Midview
16  Austin Valdez  LB 6-0 226 R-Fr.   Sylvania, Ohio / Sylvania Southview
17  Ryan Burbrink  WR 5-8 183 R-Jr.   Shady Side, Mary. / DeMatha Catholic
18 Dernard Turner DB 6-0 189 Jr.  Miami, Fla. / Booker T. Washington
18 Clayton Nicholas QB 6-3 221 R-So.  Abilene, Tex. / Cooper
19  Teo Redding  WR 6-1 165 R-Fr.   Warren, Mich. / Michigan Collegiate
20 Trenton Greene LB 5-9 195 Jr.  Miami Gardens, Fla. / Monsignor Edwards Pace
21  Will Watson  DB 5-11 179 Jr.   Tampa, Fla. / Tampa Jefferson
22  Monti Phillips  LB 5-10 184  R-Fr.   Oakland, Calif. / Culver Military Academy
23 Brandon English RB 5-8 192 Fr.  Pensacola, Fla. / Evans 
24 Trevahn Beery DB 6-0 166 Fr.  Creston, Ohio / Norwayne
25 Nilijah Ballew DB 6-0 204 Fr.  Cincinnati, Ohio / Walnut Hills
26  Alfonso Mack  DB 5-11 178 R-So.   South Bend, Ind. / Washington
27  Nate Locke  LB 5-11 227 R-Fr.   Canton, Ohio / Massillon
28  Fred Coppet  RB 5-9 189 So.   Ft. Lauderdale. Fla. / St. Thomas Aquinas
30  Paul Senn  LB 6-0 213 Sr.   Norco, Calif. / Norco
31  Matt Robinson  DB 5-8 175  R-Fr.   Mansfield, Ohio / Mansfield Senior
33 Taylor Royster DL 5-10 255 R-Jr.   Lima, Ohio / Lima Central Catholic
34  Victor Osborne  DB 5-9 182 R-Sr.   West Palm Beach, Fla. / Suncoast Community
35  James Sanford  DB 6-1 194 R-So.   Xenia, Ohio / Xenia
36 Jack Walz III DB 5-10 190 Fr.  Lakewood, Ohio / St. Edward
37 Marcus Boomer DB 6-1 175 Fr.  Warren, Ohio / Warren Harding
38 Ben Hale DB 6-2 203 Fr.  Columbus, Ohio / St. Charles
39 Jalen Dingle LB 6-1 213 Fr.  Detroit, Mich. / South Lake
40 Dominique Carter LB 6-0 218 R-Sr.  Cincinnati, Ohio / Colerain 
41  Patric Hannon  RB 5-11 230 R-Fr.   South Euclid, Ohio / Brush
42  Chris Pohlman  TE/FB 6-2 261 Sr.   Delphos, Ohio / Delphos St. John’s
43  Bryan Thomas  DE 6-3 248 R-Sr.   Washington, Pa. / Washington
45  Jhalil-Nashid Croley  DL 6-2 270 R-So.   Cincinnati, Ohio / Princeton
46  Charlie Walker  DL 6-3 247 R-Sr.   Sterling Heights, Mich. / Stevenson
47  Aaron Banks  LB 6-2 218 R-Fr.   Chicago, Ill. / Simeon
No. Name ............................................... Pos.
14 Jude Adjei-Barimah  ................................... DB
99 Bryan Baird  .....................................................DE
25 Nilijah Ballew ................................................. DB
47 Aaron Banks  ................................................... LB
57 Zac Bartman  .................................................. LB
24 Trevahn Beery ............................................... DB
77 J.J. Beggan  ......................................................OL
67 Jacob Bennett  ...............................................OL
37 Marcus Boomer ............................................ DB
51 Malik Brown ....................................................DE
17 Ryan Burbrink  ............................................. WR
61 Terrance Bush ................................................DL
62 Spencer Cairo  ................................................OL
15 Cody Callaway .............................................. QB
40 Dominique Carter ......................................... LB
78 Clark Clancy  ...................................................OL
10 Herve Coby  .................................................. WR
92 Zach Colvin  ....................................................DE
28 Fred Coppet  ...................................................RB
45 Jhalil-Nashid Croley  ....................................DL
49 Joe Davidson  ....................................................P
59 Darion Delaney .............................................OL
12 Diontre Delk  ................................................. DB
4 Gehrig Dieter ................................................ WR
12 Nolan Dieter  ................................................. QB
53 Logan Dietz  ....................................................OL
39 Jalen Dingle .................................................... LB
23 Brandon English ............................................RB
97 Anthony Farinella  ...........................................K
91 Nick Fields  .........................................................K
88 Hunter Folkertsma  ...................................... TE
6 Chris Gallon  ................................................. WR
2 Andre Givens  .................................................RB
9 Isaiah Gourdine  ........................................... DB
8 Travis Greene  .................................................RB
20 Trenton Greene ............................................. LB
38 Ben Hale .......................................................... DB
41 Patric Hannon  ...............................................RB
48 Greg Hohenstein ...........................................LS
87 Jermal Hosley  .............................................. WR
55 Alex Huettel  ...................................................OL
1 Darrell Hunter II  ........................................... DB
68 Ryan Hunter  ...................................................OL
85 Heath Jackson  ............................................. WR
11 Matt Johnson  ............................................... QB
13 Nick Johnson ................................................. DB
60 Tyler King .........................................................DL
84 John Klingerman  ....................................... WR
3 James Knapke  .............................................. QB
94 David Konowalski .........................................DE
64 Austin Labus ...................................................OL
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roStEr -- NUMErICal/alPhaBEtICal
No. Name Pos. Ht. Wt. Yr. Hometown / High School / Previous School
48  Greg Hohenstein  LS 6-3 222 R-So.  Warrenville, Ill. / Wheaton-Warrenville South
49  Joe Davidson  P 6-7 220 R-Fr.  Findlay, Ohio / Findlay
50  Izaah Lunsford  DL 6-3 300 R-So.  Cincinnati, Ohio / Shroder Paideia
51 Malik Brown DE 6-4 251 R-Fr. Palm Beach, Fla. / Dwyer / Tennessee
52 Griff Saunders LB 6-3 217 Fr. Columbus, Ohio / St. Francis De Sales
53  Logan Dietz  OL 6-6 298 R-So.  Pittsburgh, Pa. / Pittsburgh Central Catholic
54  Mike Minns  DL 5-10 313 Jr.  West Palm Beach, Fla. / Dwyer
55  Alex Huettel  OL 6-4 309 R-Jr.  Pickerington, Ohio / Pickerington North
57  Zac Bartman  LB 5-11 211 R-So.  Mansfield, Ohio / Ontario
58 Brian Sanders DL 6-3 239 Fr. Detroit, Mich. / Cass Tech
59  Darion Delaney  OL 6-4 295 R-Sr.  Dayton, Ohio / Trotwood Madison
60 Tyler King DT 6-1 280 Fr. Lakewood, Ohio / St. Edward
61  Terrance Bush  DL 6-2 238 R-So.  South Bend, Ind. / Washington
62  Spencer Cairo  OL 6-2 314 R-Jr.  Rochester, Mich. / Rochester Adams
63  Gus Schwieterman  DL 6-2 261 R-Fr.  Tipp City, Ohio / Bethel
64 Austin Labus OL 6-6 284 Fr. Portage, Mich. / Portage Northern 
65 Isiah Moore OL 6-3 307 Fr. Tiffin, Ohio / Tiffin Columbian
66  Geno Zappa  OL 6-4 280 R-Fr.  Sandusky, Ohio / Perkins
67  Jacob Bennett  OL 6-5 332 R-So.  Lebanon, Ohio / Lebanon
68  Ryan Hunter  OL 6-4 324 R-Fr.  North Bay, Ontario / Canisius
70 De’Angelo Ware OL 6-5 320 Fr. Cleveland Heights, Ohio / Cleveland Heights
71  Tim McAuliffe OL 6-0 274 R-Fr.  Lemont, Ill. / Lemont
72  Ben Steward  OL 6-6 300 R-So.  Holt, Mich. / Holt
74  Christian Piazza  OL 6-6 286 R-Jr.  Ann Arbor, Mich. / Huron
76 Andrew Lucke OL 6-2 336 Fr. Mason, Ohio / Mason
77  J.J. Beggan  OL 6-3 305 R-So.  Pittsburgh, Pa. / Seton LaSalle
78  Clark Clancy  OL 6-4 288 R-Fr.  Troy, Mich. / Avondale
80 Robbie Rhodes WR 6-0 190 So. Fort Worth, Texas / Southwest / Baylor
81  Trevor Roop  WR 5-10 196  R-Fr.  Convoy, Ohio / Crestview
82  Clay Rolf  TE 6-7 275 R-Sr.  Pemberville, Ohio / Eastwood
82 Brandon Poncsak WR 6-2 185 Fr. Bryan, Ohio / Bryan
84  John Klingerman  WR 5-8 171 R-Fr.  Bloomsburg, Pa. / Bloomsburg Area
85  Heath Jackson  WR 6-0 185 R-Sr.  Ada, Ohio / Ada
86 Vito Sosic TE 6-3 225 Jr. Cleveland, Ohio / St. Ignatius / Akron
87  Jermal Hosley  WR 5-9 192 R-So.  Highland Park, Mich. / Highland Park
88  Hunter Folkertsma  TE 6-5 235  R-Fr.  Grand Rapids, Mich. / Forest Hills Central
88  Kendall Montgomery DL 6-6 278 R-Sr.  Miami, Fla. / Monsignor Pace
89 Peter Norris WR 5-10 178 R-Fr. Malden, Mass. / Malden Catholic
91  Nick Fields  K 5-9 223  R-Fr.  Laura, Ohio / Milton Union
92  Zach Colvin  DE 6-3 287 Sr.  Shorewood, Ill. / Minooka
93 Shannon Smith DL 6-0 281 R-Fr. Chicago, Ill. / Marist
94 David Konowalski DE 6-3 210 Fr. Waukesha, Wis. / West
95  Jake Nachtrab  TE 6-2 226 R-Fr.  Sylvania, Ohio / St. John’s Jesuit
96 Corey Madlock DT 6-4 296 R-Fr. Buffalo, N.Y. / Canisius 
97  Anthony Farinella  K 6-2 190 Jr.  Woodridge, Ill. / Downers Grove South
98  Tyler Tate  K 6-0 185 R-Jr.  Carroll, Ohio / Bloom-Carroll
99  Bryan Baird  DE 6-4 238 R-Jr.  Spring Valley, Ohio / Bellbrook
No. Name ............................................... Pos.
1 Roger Lewis .................................................. WR
27 Nate Locke  ..................................................... LB
76 Andrew Lucke ................................................OL
50 Izaah Lunsford  ..............................................DL
7 D.J. Lynch  ........................................................ LB
26 Alfonso Mack  ................................................ DB
96 Corey Madlock ...............................................DT
11 Gabe Martin  ................................................... LB
71 Tim McAuliffe  ................................................OL
54 Mike Minns .....................................................DL
88 Kendall Montgomery ..................................DL
65 Isiah Moore .....................................................OL
5 Ronnie Moore  ............................................. WR
95 Jake Nachtrab  ............................................... TE
18 Clayton Nicholas .......................................... QB
89 Peter Norris ................................................... WR
34 Victor Osborne  ............................................ DB
22 Monti Phillips  ................................................ LB
74 Christian Piazza .............................................OL
42 Chris Pohlman .........................................TE/FB
82 Brandon Poncsak ........................................ WR
19 Teo Redding  ................................................ WR
80 Robbie Rhodes ............................................ WR
31 Matt Robinson  ............................................. DB
82 Clay Rolf  .......................................................... TE
81 Trevor Roop  ................................................. WR
33 Taylor Royster .................................................DL
58 Brian Sanders .................................................DL
35 James Sanford  ............................................. DB
52 Griff Saunders ................................................ LB
63 Gus Schwieterman  ......................................DL
30 Paul Senn  ........................................................ LB
93 Shannon Smith ..............................................DL
86 Vito Sosic ......................................................... TE
2 Clinton Stephens ......................................... DB
72 Ben Steward  ..................................................OL
3 Brian Sutton  .................................................. DB
98 Tyler Tate  ............................................................K
43 Bryan Thomas  ...............................................DE
18 Dernard Turner ............................................. DB
16 Austin Valdez  ................................................. LB
46 Charlie Walker  ...............................................DL
36 Jack Walz III .................................................... DB
15 Ryland Ward  ................................................. DB
70 De’Angelo Ware .............................................OL
21 Will Watson  ................................................... DB
66 Geno Zappa  ...................................................OL
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Dino Babers, who 
was introduced 
as the 18th coach 
in school history 
on December 18, 
2013, is in his first 
season as head 
football coach at 
Bowling Green 
State University 
in 2014. Babers 
comes to North-
west Ohio after two 
very successful seasons as the head coach at 
Eastern Illinois University.
 
“We are so proud to have Dino and his family 
join Bowling Green State University,” Kingston 
began. “Dino brings with him an incredi-
ble resume of successful experiences that 
absolutely fit the Falcon football program. He 
is a proven winner who is in the business of 
developing young men who desire success on 
the field, in the classroom and in the commu-
nity. His ability to maximize talent through 
skill development is unmatched.”
 
Babers brings 30 years of coaching experience 
with him to BGSU, including a 19-7 record as a 
head coach. In 2013, Babers led Eastern Illinois 
to a 12-2 record, a No. 2 national ranking, and 
a quarterfinal appearance in the FCS playoffs. 
The Panthers outscored their opponents 
675-319. Upon his arrival at EIU, Babers took 
a Panthers team, which had finished in last 
place in the Ohio Valley Conference in 2011, 
and led them to a first-place finish in 2012 
with a 6-1 league mark. It was just the fourth 
time in OVC history in which a team had 
gone from worst-to-first in a single season. 
For his efforts, he was named the Ohio Valley 
Conference Coach of the Year in each of the 
past two years.
 
During his two seasons at EIU, Babers led the 
best offense in all of FCS. The Panthers led the 
nation in yards per game (589.5) and points 
per game (48.2) in 2013. In addition, EIU av-
eraged 372.4 yards per game through the air 
and 217.1 yards per game on the ground.
 
“I am honored and excited to join the Falcon 
family,” Babers said. “BGSU has great facilities 
and the fans have proved that their support of 
BGSU football is among the best in the MAC. 
I want to thank President Mazey, Chris Kings-
ton, and Lesley Irvine for the opportunity to 
take over the Bowling Green program. My 
family and I are excited for the opportunity. I 
want to thank the Eastern Illinois players and 
fans for their support the last two years, espe-
cially President Perry and (athletics director) 
Barbara Burke.”
 
Under the guidance of Babers, quarterback 
Jimmy Garoppolo was named the Walter 
Payton Award winner, the FCS equivalent of 
the Heisman Trophy -- given to the nation’s 
best player. Garoppolo threw for 5,050 yards 
and 53 touchdowns in 2013. During his two 
seasons under Babers’ guidance, he threw for 
8,873 yards and 84 scores.
 
Babers, best-known for his offensive fire-
power, has proven to be an effective de-
fensive coach, as well. The Panthers were in 
the top 30 nationally in scoring defense, red 
zone defense, and passing defense efficien-
cy in 2013. They were also one of the most 
prolific defenses in the all of FCS at forcing 
turnovers, as they finished sixth in the nation 
with a plus-14 turnover margin. EIU forced 37 
turnovers on the year and ranked first in the 
country with 23 fumbles recovered.
 
Both Garoppolo and wide receiver Erik Lora 
were named the best at their position by 
the FCS Athletic Directors Association. Lora 
followed up his record breaking 2012 season 
(in which he was named the OVC Player of the 
Year) by catching 123 passes for 1,554 yards 
and 19 touchdowns in 14 games. The 123 
catches were the second-most in FCS history, 
trailing only the record-setting 136 catches 
he had in 2012. The 1,544 yards were the 
second-most in OVC history (behind only his 
record of 1,664 set in 2012) and 15th in FCS 
history. His 19 receiving touchdowns were 
the most in OVC history, as were his 35 career 
receiving touchdowns.
 
Under Babers, Eastern Illinois’ offense used 
the talents of more than just one receiver 
as four wideouts had at least 700 yards and 
eight touchdowns last year. Adam Drake 
joined Lora with over 1,000 yards in 2013, as 
he caught 85 passes for 1,305 yards and 13 
touchdowns.  In addition to the aerial assault, 
EIU featured a dynamic rushing attack. As a 
team, the Panthers had 35 rushing touch-
downs and featured two backs who had big 
years. Shepard Little rushed for 1,551 yards 
and 15 touchdowns on the season, while 
Taylor Duncan had 988 yards and 10 touch-
downs.
 
Prior to becoming the head coach at Eastern 
Illinois, Babers spent four seasons at Baylor 
under Art Briles from 2008-11. During his 
time in Waco, he served as the special teams 
coordinator, recruiting coordinator, and out-
side receivers coach, coaching NFL stars such 
as Robert Griffin III, Kendall Wright, and Josh 
Gordon. Prior to that, he spent four seasons 
at UCLA as an assistant head coach, recruiting 
coordinator and wide receivers coach. His 
other coaching stints have included stops at 
Pittsburgh, Texas A&M, Arizona, San Diego 
State, Purdue, Northern Arizona, Nevada, East-
ern Illinois, Arizona State, and Hawaii.
 
More impressively, Babers has mentored more 
than 30 receivers who have played in the NFL, 
and several other top draft picks. Among the 
players who have been coached by Babers, six 
of them were drafted in the first two rounds. 
The Tennessee Titans drafted wide receiver 
Kendall Wright in the first round, while run-
ning back Trung Candidate was a first round 
pick by the St. Louis Rams in 2000. Four oth-
ers—wide receivers Brian Alford, Will Black-
well, Dennis Northcutt and Josh Gordon—
were taken in the second round. Additionally, 
Babers’ quarterback at Eastern Illinois, Jimmy 
Garoppolo, was drafted in the second round 
by the New England Patriots in 2014.
 
Babers was a four-year starter at the Universi-
ty of Hawaii, Academic All-WAC, and captain 
his senior year. He is married to his wife Susan. 
They have four daughters—Breeahnah, Tasha, 
Jazzmin, and Paris.
Babers’ Coaching Chronology
Head Coach ......Bowling Green (2013-pres.)
Head Coach ...........Eastern Illinois (2011-13)
Assistant Coach .................... Baylor (2008-11)
Assistant Head Coach ..........UCLA (2004-07)
Assistant Coach .................. Pittsburgh (2003)
Off. Coordinator ..........Texas A&M (2001-02)
Off. Coordinator ........... Arizona (1995-2000)
Assistant Coach ....... San Diego State (1994)
Assistant Coach .................. Purdue (1991-93)
Assistant Coach .... Northern Arizona (1990)
Assistant Coach ......................UNLV (1988-89)
Assistant Coach .......... Eastern Illinois (1987)
Grad. Assistant ........ Arizona State (1985-86)
Grad. Assistant ...........................Hawai’i (1984)
Babers’ Postseason Success
2013 .................. FCS Playoffs (Eastern Illinois)
2012 ....................FCS Playoffs (Eastern Illinois
2011 ...................................Alamo Bowl (Baylor)
2010 .....................................Texas Bowl (Baylor)
2007 ..............................Las Vegas Bowl (UCLA)
2006 ................................ Emerald Bowl (UCLA)
2005 ......................................... Sun Bowl (UCLA)
2004 ..............................Las Vegas Bowl (UCLA)
2001 ...Galleryfurniture.com Bowl (Texas A&M)
1998 .....................................Holiday Bowl (Arizona)
1997 .............................Insight.com Bowl (Arizona)
1987 ............................... Rose Bowl (Arizona State)
1985 ..........................Holiday Bowl (Arizona State)
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2014 scoring drives     
Time Plays - Yards Result Game (Date)
0:39 2 - 51 Touchdown (Moore 41-yard reception) at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
0:40 3 - 49 Touchdown (Greene 7-yard rush) vs. VMI (Sept. 6)
1:21 6 - 88 Touchdown (Greene 21-yard rush) vs. VMI (Sept. 6)
1:42 7 - 70 Touchdown (Coppet 1-yard rush) at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
1:50 8 - 86 Touchdown (Coppet 15-yard rush) vs. VMI (Sept. 6)
1:51 6 - 38 Field Goal (Tate 52 yards) at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
2:09 8 - 71 Touchdown (Knapke 1-yard rush) vs. VMI (Sept. 6)
2:30 8 - 75 Touchdown (Givens 3-yard rush) at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
2:37 9 - 69 Touchdown (Greene 8-yard rush) at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
3:29 10 - 56 Touchdown (Lewis 51-yard reception) vs. VMI (Sept. 6)
Plays Per Game Since 2013
Game  ..........BGSU Plays  ...... Total Plays
2014
VMI ......................................71 .........................162
WKU ....................................71 .........................167
2013
Pittsburgh ........................67 .........................128
N. Illinois ...........................67 .........................149
Buffalo ...............................74 .........................143
E. Michigan ......................72 .........................126
Ohio ....................................61 .........................123
Miami .................................71 .........................133
Toledo ................................62 .........................126
Mississippi St. ..................63 .........................129
UMass ................................65 .........................122
Akron .................................68 .........................130
Murray St. .........................74 .........................140
Indiana ..............................87 .........................161
Kent St. ..............................71 .........................127
Tulsa ...................................81 .........................146
Game Captains 2014
Game  .................. Player ............. O/D/ST
WKU .............Matt Johnson .................Offense
WKU ................Gabe Martin ................Defense
WKU ......................Tyler Tate .... Special Teams
VMI ................Travis Greene .................Offense
VMI ..................Brian Sutton ................Defense
VMI ....... Anthony Farinella .... Special Teams
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2014 20-Yard PlaYs     Long Plays By The Numbers
Plays by Yards  ......... No.  ................... TD
20-29 .................................... 9 ..............................0
30-39 .................................... 0 ..............................0
40-49 .................................... 1 ..............................1
50-59 .................................... 0 ..............................0
60+ ........................................ 0 ..............................0
Plays by Type
Rushing ............................... 3 ..............................0
Passing ................................ 2 ..............................1
Punt Returns ...................... 1 ..............................0
Kickoff Returns ................. 4 ..............................0
Interceptions ..................... 0 ..............................0
Fumble Returns ................ 0 ..............................0
Other .................................... 0 ..............................0
Total ....................................10 ..............................1
Longest Plays of the Year
Rushing Play
33 ...................Travis Greene ...................vs. VMI
Rushing Touchdown
21 ...................Travis Greene ...................vs. VMI
Passing Play
51 .............Knapke to Lewis ...................vs. VMI
Receiving Touchdown
51 ..................... Roger Lewis ...................vs. VMI
Punt Return
75 ................. Ryan Burbrink ...................vs. VMI
Kick Return
29 ................. Ronnie Moore ..................at WKU
Interception Return
19 .................... Ryland Ward ...................vs. VMI
Fumble Return
None
Punt
49 ...................Joe Davidson ..................at WKU
Field Goal
52 ...........................Tyler Tate ..................at WKU
Yards Category Player Game (Date)
75* Punt Return Ryan Burbrink vs. VMI (Sept. 6)
51* Passing James Knapke to Roger Lewis vs. VMI (Sept. 6)
41* Passing Matt Johnson to Ronnie Moore at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
41 Passing James Knapke to Roger Lewis vs. VMI (Sept. 6)
33 Rushing Travis Greene vs. VMI (Sept. 6)
30 Passing James Knapke to Heath Jackson vs. VMI (Sept. 6)
29 Kick Return Ronnie Moore at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
28 Punt Return Ryan Burbrink at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
27 Rushing Travis Greene at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
24 Rushing Fred Coppet at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
24 Kick Return Ronnie Moore at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
24 Rushing Fred Coppet at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
23 Passing Matt Johnson to Ronnie Moore at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
21 Kick Return Ryan Burbrink at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
21* Rushing Travis Greene vs. VMI (Sept. 6)
20 Kick Return Fred Coppet at Western Kentucky (Aug. 29)
* Resulted in a touchdown
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A BG Player Returned a Kickoff for a Touchdown 
 BooBoo Gates (94 yards), vs. Pittsburgh, Dec. 26, 2013
An Opposing Player Returned a Kickoff for a Touchdown 
 Travis Shelton (96 yards), Temple, Oct. 28, 2006
A BG Player Returned a Punt for a Touchdown
 Ryan Burbrink (75 yards), vs. VMI, Sept. 6, 2014
An Opposing Player Returned a Punt for a Touchdown
 Tyler Boyd (Pittsburgh), 54 yards, Dec. 26, 2013
A BG Player Returned an Interception for a Touchdown 
 Dwayne Woods (48 yards) at UMass, Oct. 20, 2012
An Opposing Player Returned an Interception  for a TD   
 Sean Kurtz (Eastern Michigan), 10 yards, Nov. 23, 2013
A BG Player Returned a Fumble for a Touchdown
 Will Watson (37 yards), at E. Michigan, Nov. 23, 2013
An Opposing Player Returned a Fumble  for a TD   
 Marqueston Huff (WYO), 8 yards, Sept. 17, 2011
A BG Player Returned a Blocked Punt for a Touchdown
 Herve Coby (29 yards), vs. VMI, Sept. 6, 2014
An Opposing Player Returned a Blocked Punt for a TD
 Jared Patterson (Buffalo), Sept. 9, 2006
A BG Player Rushed for 200 or more yards
 Willie Geter vs. Kent State, October 20, 2007 (22/203)
An Opponent Rushed for 200 or more yards 
 James Conner (Pittsburgh), Dec. 26, 2013) (26/229)
A BG Player Had Three Interceptions in a Game 
 Janssen Patton vs. Northern Illinois, Oct. 25, 2003
An Opposing Player Had Three Interceptions in a Game: 
 Jamie Silva (Boston College), Oct. 6, 2007
Two BG Players Rushed for 100 or more yards in a Game:  
 P.J. Pope (205)
 B.J. Lane (123) vs. Western Michigan, Nov. 6, 2004
 
Three BG Players Rushed for 100 or more yards in a Game:  
 Dave Windatt (139) 
 Mike Wright (131)
 Dave Cassell (125) vs. Toledo, Oct. 7, 1978
Two BG Players had 100 or more receiving yards
 Ronnie Moore (145)
 Alex Bayer (124), vs. Pittsburgh, Dec. 26, 2013
Three BG Players had 100 or more receiving yards in a Game
 Corey Partridge (160)
 Steve Sanders (127)
 Charles Sharon (116) vs. Wisconsin, Sept. 3, 2005
A BG player had a safety
 Chris Jones vs. Idaho, Sept. 1, 2011
LONGEST TOUCHDOWN RUN
Yards Name/Opponent .................................................................................................................Year
96 Anthon Samuel vs. Miami ............................................................................................... 2011
93 Mike McGee vs. Central Michigan ............................................................................... 1987
88 P.J. Pope vs. Western Michigan ..................................................................................... 2004
89 Mike McGee vs. Ball State ............................................................................................... 1987
85 Tony Trent vs. Toledo ........................................................................................................ 1964
81 Harold Furcron vs. Dayton .............................................................................................. 1958
80 Jerry Dianiska vs. Ohio ..................................................................................................... 1958
LONGEST NON-SCORING RUN
Yards Name/Opponent .................................................................................................................Year
78 B.J. Lane vs. Ball State ....................................................................................................... 2003
71 Chris Bullock vs. Akron .................................................................................................... 2009
65 Andy Sahm vs. Kansas ..................................................................................................... 2002
64 Jeff Davis vs. Richmond ................................................................................................... 1984
61 Willie Geter vs. Toledo ...................................................................................................... 2009
60 Steve Holmes vs. Kent ...................................................................................................... 1998
55 Anthon Samuel vs. Miami ............................................................................................... 2012
55 Josh Harris vs. Miami ........................................................................................................ 2000
52 Dan Saleet vs. Brigham Young ...................................................................................... 1975
LONGEST TOUCHDOWN PASS
Yards Name/Opponent .................................................................................................................Year
96 Mark Miller to Dave Dudley vs. San Diego State .................................................... 1976
94 Eric Smith to Ronald Heard vs. Ohio ........................................................................... 1988
92 Matt Johnson to Ryan Burbrink, vs. Kent State ....................................................... 2013
91 Josh Harris to Charles Sharon vs. Kent State ............................................................ 2003
90 Brian McClure to Stan Hunter vs. Cent. Michigan .................................................. 1983
83 Matt Schilz to Kamar Jorden vs. Northern Illinois .................................................. 2011
83 Tyler Sheehan to Chris Wright vs. Buffalo ................................................................. 2007
81 Matt Schilz to Chris Gallon vs. Kent State ................................................................. 2012
80 Bob Colburn to Ron Blackledge vs. So. Illinois ........................................................ 1959
78 Mike Wright to Jeff Groth vs. Kent ............................................................................... 1978
78 Brian McClure to Greg Meehan vs. East. Michigan ................................................ 1985
LONGEST NON-SCORING PASS
Yards Name/Opponent .................................................................................................................Year
78 Bob Niemet to Robert Redd vs. Akron ....................................................................... 1998
77 Josh Harris to James Hawkins vs. Purdue ................................................................. 2003
76 Matt Schilz to Kamar Jorden vs. Miami ...................................................................... 2010
74 Vern Wireman to Bob Zimpfer vs. Utah State .......................................................... 1969
69 Mark Miller to John Park vs. Tenn.-Chattanooga .................................................... 1977
66 Vern Wireman to Fred Matthews vs. Marshall ......................................................... 1968
61 Reid Lamport to Roger Wallace vs. Dayton .............................................................. 1973
LONGEST KICKOFF RETURN
Yards Name/Opponent .................................................................................................................Year
94* BooBoo Gates vs. Pittsburgh ......................................................................................... 2013
94* Leon Weathersby vs. Western Michigan .................................................................... 1997
93* B.J. Lane vs. Ball State ....................................................................................................... 2004
93* Roger Reynolds vs. Kent .................................................................................................. 1961
90* Tony Bell vs. Dayton .......................................................................................................... 1973
90* Chuck Comer vs. Delaware ............................................................................................ 1959
LONGEST PUNT RETURN
Yards Name/Opponent .................................................................................................................Year
100* Courtney Davis vs. Kent .................................................................................................. 1996
91* Richard Lowry vs. Grosse Ile .......................................................................................... 1942
86* Bob Zimpfer vs. Ball State ............................................................................................... 1968
80* BooBoo Gates vs. Rhode Island .................................................................................... 2012
79* Charles Sharon vs. Southeast Missouri ...................................................................... 2004
79 Corey Partridge vs. Temple ............................................................................................ 2005
75* Ryan Burbrink vs. VMI....................................................................................................... 2014
73 Max Minnich vs. Morris Harvey .................................................................................... 1948
73 Corey Partridge .................................................................................................................. 2008
71 Eugene Cooper vs. Toledo .............................................................................................. 2010
67* Ryan Burbrink vs. Tulsa .................................................................................................... 2013
66 Ronnie Redd vs. Ohio ....................................................................................................... 1993
LONGEST PASS INTERCEPTION
Yds. Name/Opponent .................................................................................................................Year
90* Rodney Lash vs. Toledo ................................................................................................... 1948
88 Julius Livas vs. Miami........................................................................................................ 1971
82 BooBoo Gates vs. Ohio .................................................................................................... 2013
82* Robert Lorenzi vs. Buffalo ............................................................................................... 2010
80* Melvin Marshall vs. Brigham Young ............................................................................ 1983
78* Dwayne Woods vs. Marshall .......................................................................................... 2010
74* Janssen Patton vs. Kent State ........................................................................................ 2000
64 Martin Bayless vs. Kent State ......................................................................................... 1982
64* Adrien Spencer vs. Troy ................................................................................................... 2009
*returned for touchdown
LONGEST PUNT
Yds. Name/Opponent .................................................................................................................Year
95 Macs Leitman vs. Bluffton .............................................................................................. 1928
81 Brian Schmiedebusch vs. Idaho ................................................................................... 2011
81 Cris Shale vs. Ohio ............................................................................................................. 1990
79 Nick Iovinelli vs. Pittsburgh ............................................................................................ 2008
79 Jim Phelps vs. Toledo........................................................................................................ 1982
78 Greg A. Johnson vs. Oklahoma State ......................................................................... 1984
77 Greg Kampe vs. Southern Mississippi ........................................................................ 1975
76 Brian Schmiedebusch vs. Buffalo ................................................................................. 2011
LONGEST FIELD GOAL
Yds. Name/Opponent .................................................................................................................Year
60 Derek Schorejs vs. Toledo ............................................................................................... 1995
56 Gehad Youssef vs. Western Michigan ......................................................................... 1983
52 Tyler Tate vs. Western Kentucky ................................................................................... 2014
52 Tyler Tate vs. Northern Illinois ....................................................................................... 2013
52 Shaun Suisham vs. Ohio .................................................................................................. 2004
52 Derek Schorejs vs. Akron ................................................................................................ 1995
51 Brian Leaver vs. Miami ..................................................................................................... 1994
thE laSt tIME/loNGESt PlaYS
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ADJEI-BARIMAH, Jude
All-purpose yards: 25, at Massachusetts, Oct 
20, 2012
Punt returns: 1, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 
2012
Punt return yards: 11, at Ohio University, Nov 
07, 2012 (1 returns)
Interceptions: 2  [t-1st], at Massachusetts, Oct 
20, 2012
Long interception return: 14, at Massachu-
setts, Oct 20, 2012
Tackles: 7, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 (7-0); at 
WEST VIRGINIA, Oct. 1, 2011 (6-1)
Sacks: 1.0, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (1-0)
Tackles for loss: 2.0, Murray State, Sep 21, 
2013 (2-0)
Fumbles forced: 1  [t-1st], URI, Sep 29, 2012
Fumbles recovered: 1  [t-3rd], EMU, Oct 27, 
2012
Pass breakups: 2  [t-6th], at Miami University, 
Nov 05, 2013 ; Buffalo, Nov 23, 2012
Blocked kicks: 1  [t-1st], at Ohio University, 
Nov 07, 2012
BAIRD, Bryan
Tackles: 5, at Florida, Sept 1, 2012 (5-0)
Sacks: 2.0  [t-6th], MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012 (2-0)
Tackles for loss: 2.0, Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 (2-0); 
MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012 (2-0)
Fumbles recovered: 1  [t-3rd], MIAMI, Oct 13, 
2012
BARTMAN, Zac
Tackles: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (0-1)
BEERY, Trevahn
Tackles: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (0-1)
BROWN, Malik
Tackles: 2, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (2-0)
Pass breakups: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
BURBRINK, Ryan
Points scored: 6, 4 times
Touchdowns: 1, 4 times
Receptions: 8, at Florida, Sept 1, 2012
Receiving yards: 101, at Kent State, Sep 07, 
2013 (2 receptions)
Receiving TDs: 1, vs Pittsburgh, Dec 26, 2013 
; at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013
Long reception: 92  [1st], at Kent State, Sep 
07, 2013
All-purpose yards: 106, at Kent State, Sep 07, 
2013
Punt returns: 4  [t-1st], at Akron, 10/06/2012 
; at Massachusetts, Oct 20, 2012 ; VMI, Sep 
06, 2014
Punt return yards: 77  [2nd], VMI, Sep 06, 
2014 (4 returns)
Long punt return: 75  [2nd], VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Kick returns: 1, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014
Kick return yards: 21, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 
(1 returns)
Long kick return: 21, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014
Tackles: 1, at Akron, 10/06/2012 (1-0); Murray 
State, Sep 21, 2013 (1-0)
BUSH, Terrance
Tackles: 5, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (2-3)
Sacks: 1.0, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (1-0)
Tackles for loss: 1.0, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (1-0)
Pass breakups: 1, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 ; at 
Buffalo, Nov 29, 2013
CALLAWAY, Cody
Rush attempts: 2, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Rush yards: -1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (2 carries)
Long rush: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Pass attempts: 3, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Pass completions: 3, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Pass yards: 29, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Long pass: 11, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Total offense attempts: 5, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (2 
rush,3 pass)
Total ofense yards: 28, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (-1 
rush,29 pass)
All-purpose yards: -1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
COBY, Herve
Points scored: 6, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 ; URI, Sep 
29, 2012
Touchdowns: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 ; URI, Sep 
29, 2012
Receptions: 3, URI, Sep 29, 2012
Receiving yards: 40, URI, Sep 29, 2012 (3 
receptions)
Receiving TDs: 1, URI, Sep 29, 2012
Long reception: 19, URI, Sep 29, 2012
All-purpose yards: 41, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Punt returns: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Punt return yards: 29, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (1 
returns)
Long punt return: 14, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Tackles: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (1-0)
Blocked kicks: 1  [t-1st], VMI, Sep 06, 2014
COLVIN, Zach
Tackles: 3, 6 times
Sacks: 1.0, at Western Michigan, Oct 08, 2011 
(1-0)
Tackles for loss: 1.5, UMASS, Oct 05, 2013 
(1-0)
Fumbles forced: 1  [t-1st], at Buffalo, Nov 29, 
2013
COPPET, Fred
Points scored: 6, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 ; VMI, 
Sep 06, 2014
Touchdowns: 1, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 ; VMI, 
Sep 06, 2014
Rush attempts: 9, at Miami University, Nov 05, 
2013 ; VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Rush yards: 73, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (9 carries)
Rush TDs: 1, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 ; VMI, Sep 
06, 2014
Long rush: 24, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014
Receptions: 2, at Miami University, Nov 05, 
2013
Receiving yards: 11, at Miami University, Nov 
05, 2013 (2 receptions)
Long reception: 6, at Miami University, Nov 05, 
2013
Total offense attempts: 9, at Miami University, 
Nov 05, 2013 (9 rush,0 pass); VMI, Sep 06, 
2014 (9 rush,0 pass)
Total ofense yards: 73, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (73 
rush,0 pass)
All-purpose yards: 85, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014
Kick returns: 1, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014
Kick return yards: 20, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 (1 
returns)
Long kick return: 20, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014
Tackles: 1, vs Pittsburgh, Dec 26, 2013 (1-0); 
Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 (1-0)
CROLEY, Jhalil
Tackles: 4, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 (2-2); VMI, 
Sep 06, 2014 (0-4)
Tackles for loss:  .5, Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 (0-0)
DAVIDSON, Joe
Punt attempts: 5, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Punt yards: 191, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (5 punts)
Longest punt: 49, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014
DIETER, Gehrig
Receptions: 7, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014
Receiving yards: 78, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 (7 
receptions)
Long reception: 16, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014
All-purpose yards: 78, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014
FARINELLA, Anthony
Tackles: 1, MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012 (1-0); Toledo, 
Oct 26, 2013 (1-0)
GALLON, Chris
Points scored: 12  [t-6th], KENT, Nov 17, 2012 
; Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 ; URI, Sep 29, 
2012
Touchdowns: 2  [t-5th], KENT, Nov 17, 2012 
; Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 ; URI, Sep 29, 
2012
Receptions: 10  [5th], KENT, Nov 17, 2012
Receiving yards: 213  [1st], KENT, Nov 17, 
2012 (10 receptions)
Receiving TDs: 2  [t-3rd], KENT, Nov 17, 2012 
; Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 ; URI, Sep 29, 
2012
Long reception: 81  [3rd], KENT, Nov 17, 2012
All-purpose yards: 213  [t-5th], KENT, Nov 17, 
2012
Tackles: 1, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 (1-0)
GIVENS, Andre
Points scored: 6, 5 times
Touchdowns: 1, 5 times
Rush attempts: 11, at Eastern Michigan, Nov 
23, 2013
Rush yards: 61, at Eastern Michigan, Nov 23, 
2013 (11 carries)
Rush TDs: 1, 5 times
Long rush: 47  [t-6th], UMASS, Oct 05, 2013 ; 
at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012
Receptions: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013
Receiving yards: 3, Murray State, Sep 21, 
2013 (1 receptions)
Long reception: 3, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013
Total offense attempts: 11, at Eastern Michi-
gan, Nov 23, 2013 (11 rush,0 pass)
Total ofense yards: 61, at Eastern Michigan, 
Nov 23, 2013 (61 rush,0 pass)
All-purpose yards: 61, at Eastern Michigan, 
Nov 23, 2013
Pass breakups: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
GOURDINE, Isaiah
Interceptions: 1  [t-3rd], at Eastern Michigan, 
Nov 23, 2013
Tackles: 2, Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 (1-1); VMI, 
Sep 06, 2014 (0-2)
GREENE, Travis
Points scored: 12  [t-6th], 6 times
Touchdowns: 2  [t-5th], 6 times
Rush attempts: 30  [2nd], at Buffalo, Nov 29, 
2013
Rush yards: 160  [3rd], UMASS, Oct 05, 2013 
(22 carries)
Rush TDs: 2  [t-3rd], 4 times
Long rush: 33, at Eastern Michigan, Nov 23, 
2013 ; at Buffalo, Nov 29, 2013 ; VMI, Sep 06, 
2014
Receptions: 4, Akron, Sep 28, 2013
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Receiving yards: 71, Akron, Sep 28, 2013 (4 
receptions)
Receiving TDs: 1, vs Northern Illinois, Dec 06, 
2013 ; Akron, Sep 28, 2013
Long reception: 30, Akron, Sep 28, 2013
Total offense attempts: 30, at Buffalo, Nov 29, 
2013 (30 rush,0 pass)
Total ofense yards: 160, UMASS, Oct 05, 2013 
(160 rush,0 pass)
All-purpose yards: 213  [t-5th], Akron, Sep 28, 
2013
Tackles: 1, Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 (0-1)
GREENE, Trenton
Tackles: 2, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012 
(0-2); URI, Sep 29, 2012 (1-1)
HOHENSTEIN, Greg
Tackles: 1, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 (0-1); at WKU, 
Aug 29, 2014 (1-0); at Miami University, Nov 
05, 2013 (0-1)
Fumbles recovered: 1  [t-3rd], at Buffalo, Nov 
29, 2013
HOSLEY, Jermal
Receptions: 3, URI, Sep 29, 2012
Receiving yards: 53, URI, Sep 29, 2012 (3 
receptions)
Long reception: 30, URI, Sep 29, 2012
All-purpose yards: 53, URI, Sep 29, 2012
Tackles: 1, at Akron, 10/06/2012 (0-1)
HUNTER, Darrell
Interceptions: 1  [t-3rd], at Western Michigan, 
Oct 08, 2011 ; at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012
Tackles: 8, at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012 (6-2)
Tackles for loss: 1.0, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011 
(1-0)
Pass breakups: 2  [t-6th], Ohio, Nov 16, 2011
JACKSON, Heath
Points scored: 6, vs Northern Illinois, Dec 06, 
2013 ; Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 ; UMASS, Oct 05, 
2013
Touchdowns: 1, vs Northern Illinois, Dec 06, 
2013 ; Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 ; UMASS, Oct 05, 
2013
Pass attempts: 1, vs Pittsburgh, Dec 26, 2013
Pass completions: 1, vs Pittsburgh, Dec 26, 
2013
Pass yards: 7, vs Pittsburgh, Dec 26, 2013
Long pass: 7, vs Pittsburgh, Dec 26, 2013
Receptions: 7, Toledo, Oct 26, 2013
Receiving yards: 78, vs Pittsburgh, Dec 26, 
2013 (5 receptions)
Receiving TDs: 1, vs Northern Illinois, Dec 06, 
2013 ; Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 ; UMASS, Oct 05, 
2013
Long reception: 32, Ohio, Nov 12, 2013
Total offense attempts: 1, vs Pittsburgh, Dec 
26, 2013 (0 rush,1 pass)
Total ofense yards: 7, vs Pittsburgh, Dec 26, 
2013 (0 rush,7 pass)
All-purpose yards: 78, vs Pittsburgh, Dec 26, 
2013
Punt returns: 1, Morgan State, Sep 10, 2011 ; 
at Virginia Tech, Sep 22, 2012
Punt return yards: -3, Morgan State, Sep 10, 
2011 (1 returns)
Kick returns: 1, at WEST VIRGINIA, Oct. 1, 
2011 ; at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011
Kick return yards: 9, at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011 (1 
returns)
Long kick return: 9, at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011
JOHNSON, Matt
Points scored: 6, 5 times
Touchdowns: 1, 5 times
Rush attempts: 14, Toledo, Oct 26, 2013
Rush yards: 72, at Buffalo, Nov 29, 2013 (10 
carries)
Rush TDs: 1, 5 times
Long rush: 56  [2nd], at Buffalo, Nov 29, 2013
Pass attempts: 44  [t-6th], at Indiana, Sep 14, 
2013
Pass completions: 25  [t-6th], at WKU, Aug 29, 
2014 ; at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013
Pass yards: 393  [3rd], vs Northern Illinois, Dec 
06, 2013
Pass TDs: 5  [t-1st], vs Northern Illinois, Dec 06, 
2013
Had intercepted: 1, 8 times
Long pass: 92  [1st], at Kent State, Sep 07, 
2013
Receiving yards: -8, vs Pittsburgh, Dec 26, 2013 
(0 receptions)
Total offense attempts: 52  [5th], at Indiana, Sep 
14, 2013 (8 rush,44 pass)
Total ofense yards: 426  [1st], vs Northern 
Illinois, Dec 06, 2013 (33 rush,393 pass)
All-purpose yards: 72, at Buffalo, Nov 29, 2013
JOHNSON, Nick
Tackles: 7, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 (6-1)
KLINGERMAN, John
Receptions: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Receiving yards: 11, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (1 
receptions)
Long reception: 11, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
All-purpose yards: 11, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Tackles: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (1-0)
KNAPKE, James
Points scored: 6, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Touchdowns: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Rush attempts: 2, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Rush yards: 18, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (2 carries)
Rush TDs: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Long rush: 17, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Pass attempts: 31, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Pass completions: 22, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Pass yards: 237, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Pass TDs: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 ; Murray State, 
Sep 21, 2013
Had intercepted: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Long pass: 51, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Total offense attempts: 33, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (2 
rush,31 pass)
Total ofense yards: 255, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (18 
rush,237 pass)
All-purpose yards: 18, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
LEWIS, Roger
Points scored: 6, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Touchdowns: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Receptions: 8, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014
Receiving yards: 140  [9th], VMI, Sep 06, 2014 
(6 receptions)
Receiving TDs: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Long reception: 51, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
All-purpose yards: 140, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Tackles: 2, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (2-0)
LOCKE, Nate
Tackles: 4, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (1-3)
Tackles for loss:  .5, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (0-0)
LUNSFORD, Izaah
Tackles: 4, at Eastern Michigan, Nov 23, 2013 
(4-0)
Sacks: 1.0, at Eastern Michigan, Nov 23, 2013 
(1-0)
Tackles for loss: 3.0  [t-5th], at Eastern Michi-
gan, Nov 23, 2013 (3-0)
Fumbles forced: 1  [t-1st], at Eastern Michi-
gan, Nov 23, 2013
Pass breakups: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
LYNCH, D.J.
All-purpose yards: 6, Wyoming, Sep 17, 2011
Kick returns: 1, Wyoming, Sep 17, 2011
Kick return yards: 6, Wyoming, Sep 17, 2011 
(1 returns)
Long kick return: 1, Wyoming, Sep 17, 2011
Tackles: 11, vs Northern Illinois, Dec 06, 2013 
(5-6)
Sacks: 1.0, 7 times
Tackles for loss: 2.0, at Massachusetts, Oct 
20, 2012 (2-0)
Fumbles recovered: 1  [t-3rd], at TOLEDO, 
09/15/12 ; Toledo, Oct 26, 2013
Pass breakups: 1, 4 times
MARTIN, Gabe
Interceptions: 1  [t-3rd], EMU, Oct 27, 2012
Tackles: 12, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 (11-1)
Sacks: 2.5  [t-3rd], EMU, Oct 27, 2012 (2-1)
Tackles for loss: 2.5, EMU, Oct 27, 2012 (2-1)
Fumbles forced: 1  [t-1st], 4 times
Pass breakups: 2  [t-6th], KENT, Nov 17, 2012
Blocked kicks: 1  [t-1st], vs San Jose State, 
Dec 27, 2012
MINNS, Mike
Tackles: 2, 5 times
Sacks:  .5, Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 (0-1)
Tackles for loss:  .5, Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 (0-1); 
Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (0-0)
MONTGOMERY, Kendall
Points scored: 6, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011
Touchdowns: 1, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011
Receptions: 1, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011
Receiving yards: 1, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011 (1 
receptions)
Receiving TDs: 1, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011
Long reception: 1, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011
All-purpose yards: 1, at Miami, Sep 24, 2011
Tackles: 5, at Mississippi State, Oct 12, 2013 
(3-2); Murray State, Sep 21, 2013 (3-2)
Sacks: 1.0, 4 times
Tackles for loss: 1.0, 5 times
MOORE, Ronnie
Points scored: 18  [t-2nd], at Eastern Michi-
gan, Nov 23, 2013
Touchdowns: 3  [t-2nd], at Eastern Michigan, 
Nov 23, 2013
Rush attempts: 2, 4 times
Rush yards: 42, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 (2 
carries)
Long rush: 37  [10th], Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013
Receptions: 7, at Eastern Michigan, Nov 23, 
2013
Receiving yards: 161  [4th], at Eastern Michi-
gan, Nov 23, 2013 (7 receptions)
Receiving TDs: 3  [2nd], at Eastern Michigan, 
Nov 23, 2013
Long reception: 74  [6th], at Eastern Michigan, 
Nov 23, 2013
Total offense attempts: 2, 4 times
Total ofense yards: 42, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 
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(42 rush,0 pass)
All-purpose yards: 222  [3rd], at Eastern Michi-
gan, Nov 23, 2013
Punt returns: 1, at Miami University, Nov 05, 
2013
Punt return yards: 49  [8th], at Miami Universi-
ty, Nov 05, 2013 (1 returns)
Long punt return: 49  [7th], at Miami University, 
Nov 05, 2013
Kick returns: 4  [t-9th], at WKU, Aug 29, 2014
Kick return yards: 87  [t-9th], at WKU, Aug 29, 
2014 (4 returns)
Long kick return: 43  [10th], Toledo, Oct 26, 
2013
Tackles: 3, Tulsa, Aug 29, 2013 (1-2)
OSBORNE, Victor
Tackles: 5, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (4-1)
Tackles for loss:  .5, Murray State, Sep 21, 
2013 (0-0)
PHILLIPS, Monti
Tackles: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (0-1)
POHLMAN, Chris
Points scored: 6, at Miami University, Nov 05, 
2013
Touchdowns: 1, at Miami University, Nov 05, 
2013
Receptions: 1, 5 times
Receiving yards: 38, at Miami University, Nov 
05, 2013 (1 receptions)
Receiving TDs: 1, at Miami University, Nov 05, 
2013
Long reception: 38, at Miami University, Nov 
05, 2013
All-purpose yards: 43, Murray State, Sep 21, 
2013
Kick returns: 1, Murray State, Sep 21, 2013
Kick return yards: 10, Murray State, Sep 21, 
2013 (1 returns)
Long kick return: 10, Murray State, Sep 21, 
2013
Tackles: 2, vs Northern Illinois, Dec 06, 2013 
(1-1); at Buffalo, Nov 29, 2013 (2-0)
ROBINSON, Matt
Pass breakups: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
ROLF, Clay
Receptions: 1, Morgan State, Sep 10, 2011
Receiving yards: 23, Morgan State, Sep 10, 
2011 (1 receptions)
Long reception: 23, Morgan State, Sep 10, 
2011
All-purpose yards: 23, Morgan State, Sep 10, 
2011
ROOP, Trevor
Receptions: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Receiving yards: 10, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (1 
receptions)
Long reception: 10, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
All-purpose yards: 10, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
ROYSTER, Taylor
Tackles: 4, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 (2-2); Ohio, 
Nov 12, 2013 (1-3)
Sacks: 1.0, at Mississippi State, Oct 12, 2013 
(1-0); at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 (1-0); Murray 
State, Sep 21, 2013 (1-0)
Tackles for loss: 2.0, Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 (1-1); 
at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013 (2-0)
Pass breakups: 1, at Miami University, Nov 
05, 2013
SANFORD, James
Tackles: 4, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 (4-0)
SCHWIETERMAN, Gus
Tackles: 6, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (2-4)
Sacks: 1.0, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (1-0)
Tackles for loss: 3.0  [t-5th], at WKU, Aug 29, 
2014 (3-0)
Fumbles forced: 1  [t-1st], VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Fumbles recovered: 1  [t-3rd], VMI, Sep 06, 
2014
SENN, Paul
Points scored: 6, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013
Touchdowns: 1, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013
All-purpose yards: 56, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013
Punt returns: 1, at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013
Punt return yards: 56  [7th], at Indiana, Sep 14, 
2013 (1 returns)
Long punt return: 56  [6th], at Indiana, Sep 14, 
2013
Tackles: 13  [t-6th], VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (8-5)
Sacks: 1.0, at Miami University, Nov 05, 2013 
(1-0)
Tackles for loss: 3.0  [t-5th], at Indiana, Sep 14, 
2013 (3-0)
Fumbles forced: 1  [t-1st], VMI, Sep 06, 2014 ; 
Murray State, Sep 21, 2013
Fumbles recovered: 1  [t-3rd], VMI, Sep 06, 
2014 ; at Indiana, Sep 14, 2013
Pass breakups: 1, Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 ; VMI, 
Sep 06, 2014
Blocked kicks: 1  [t-1st], at Indiana, Sep 14, 
2013
STEPHENS, Clint
Tackles: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (1-0)
Pass breakups: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
SUTTON, Brian
All-purpose yards: 18, MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012
Punt returns: 1, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012
Punt return yards: 8, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 
2012 (1 returns)
Kick returns: 1, MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012 ; URI, Sep 
29, 2012
Kick return yards: 18, MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012 (1 
returns)
Long kick return: 18, MIAMI, Oct 13, 2012
Tackles: 18  [2nd], at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 (14-4)
Sacks: 1.0, Buffalo, Nov 23, 2012 (1-0)
Tackles for loss: 2.0, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 
(2-0)
Pass breakups: 1, at Buffalo, Nov 29, 2013 ; 
Morgan State, Sep 10, 2011
Blocked kicks: 1  [t-1st], at Ohio University, Nov 
07, 2012
TATE, Tyler
Points scored: 16  [5th], at Eastern Michigan, 
Nov 23, 2013
Kick PATs: 7  [t-1st], Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 ; at 
Eastern Michigan, Nov 23, 2013
Points by kicking: 16  [1st], at Eastern Michigan, 
Nov 23, 2013
Field goals made: 3  [t-1st], at Eastern Michigan, 
Nov 23, 2013
Field goal attempts: 3  [t-2nd], 4 times
Longest field goal: 52  [t-1st], at WKU, Aug 29, 
2014 ; vs Northern Illinois, Dec 06, 2013
THOMAS, Bryan
Tackles: 6, vs Northern Illinois, Dec 06, 2013 
(2-4)
Sacks: 2.0  [t-6th], at Ohio University, Nov 07, 
2012 (2-0)
Tackles for loss: 2.0, at Ohio University, Nov 
07, 2012 (2-0); Buffalo, Nov 23, 2012 (1-0)
Fumbles forced: 1  [t-1st], at WKU, Aug 29, 
2014
Fumbles recovered: 1  [t-3rd], at Miami Uni-
versity, Nov 05, 2013 ; at Idaho, Sep 01, 2011 
; Morgan State, Sep 10, 2011
Pass breakups: 1, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Blocked kicks: 1  [t-1st], vs Northern Illinois, 
Dec 06, 2013
TURNER, Dernard
Tackles: 3, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (3-0)
VALDEZ, Austin
Tackles: 4, VMI, Sep 06, 2014 (2-2)
WALKER, Charlie
Tackles: 6, at Ohio University, Nov 07, 2012 
(2-4); at Kent State, Oct 29, 2011 (4-2)
Sacks: 1.0, vs San Jose State, Dec 27, 2012 
(1-0); Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 (1-0); Buffalo, Nov 
23, 2012 (1-0)
Tackles for loss: 2.0, vs San Jose State, Dec 
27, 2012 (2-0)
Fumbles forced: 1  [t-1st], vs San Jose State, 
Dec 27, 2012
Fumbles recovered: 1  [t-3rd], at Kent State, 
Oct 29, 2011
Pass breakups: 2  [t-6th], at Massachusetts, 
Oct 20, 2012
WARD, Ryland
All-purpose yards: 19, VMI, Sep 06, 2014
Interceptions: 1  [t-3rd], 4 times
Long interception return: 19, VMI, Sep 06, 
2014
Tackles: 11, vs Northern Illinois, Dec 06, 2013 
(9-2)
Tackles for loss: 1.0, Murray State, Sep 21, 
2013 (1-0); URI, Sep 29, 2012 (1-0)
Fumbles forced: 1  [t-1st], at Akron, 
10/06/2012 ; Ohio, Nov 12, 2013 ; at WEST 
VIRGINIA, Oct. 1, 2011
Fumbles recovered: 1  [t-3rd], Ohio, Nov 12, 
2013 ; at Kent State, Sep 07, 2013
Pass breakups: 2  [t-6th], Buffalo, Nov 23, 
2012
WATSON, Will
Points scored: 6, at Eastern Michigan, Nov 
23, 2013
Touchdowns: 1, at Eastern Michigan, Nov 23, 
2013
Punt returns: 1, EMU, Oct 27, 2012
Tackles: 5, vs Pittsburgh, Dec 26, 2013 (2-3)
Tackles for loss: 1.0, at WKU, Aug 29, 2014 
(1-0)
Fumbles recovered: 1  [t-3rd], at Eastern 
Michigan, Nov 23, 2013
Pass breakups: 2  [t-6th], at Indiana, Sep 14, 
2013
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SCHEDULE/RESULTS/RECORD
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Game Results (as of Sep 07, 2014)
All games
Date Opponent Score Overall Conference Time Attend
Aug 29, 2014 at WKU  L 31-59 0-1 0-0 3:39 17215
Sep 06, 2014 VMI W 48-7 1-1 0-0 3 hours 18311
TEAM STATISTICS
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Overall Team Statistics (as of Sep 07, 2014)
All games
Team Statistics BGSU OPP
SCORING 79 66
  Points Per Game 39.5 33.0
  Points Off Turnovers 18 0
FIRST DOWNS 52 64
  R u s h i n g 22 15
  P a s s i n g 28 45
  P e n a l t y 2 4
RUSHING YARDAGE 412 236
  Yards gained rushing 445 276
  Yards lost rushing 33 40
  Rushing Attempts 72 75
  Average Per Rush 5.7 3.1
  Average Per Game 206.0 118.0
  TDs Rushing 7 3
PASSING YARDAGE 579 890
  C o m p - A t t - I n t 50-70-1 76-111-1
  Average Per Pass 8.3 8.0
  Average Per Catch 11.6 11.7
  Average Per Game 289.5 445.0
  TDs Passing 2 6
TOTAL OFFENSE 991 1126
  Total Plays 142 186
  Average Per Play 7.0 6.1
  Average Per Game 495.5 563.0
KICK RETURNS: #-Yards 6-128 10-217
PUNT RETURNS: #-Yards 6-134 3-10
INT RETURNS: #-Yards 1-19 1--10
KICK RETURN AVERAGE 21.3 21.7
PUNT RETURN AVERAGE 22.3 3.3
INT RETURN AVERAGE 19.0 -10.0
FUMBLES-LOST 4-1 5-2
PENALTIES-Yards 18-177 11-101
  Average Per Game 88.5 50.5
PUNTS-Yards 9-363 11-391
  Average Per Punt 40.3 35.5
  Net punt average 39.2 21.5
KICKOFFS-Yards 14-823 11-683
  Average Per Kick 58.8 62.1
  Net kick average 36.1 39.1
TIME OF POSSESSION/Game  2 2 : 2 7  3 7 : 3 3
3RD-DOWN Conversions 11/24 20/38
  3rd-Down Pct 46% 53%
4TH-DOWN Conversions 0/1 0/1
  4th-Down Pct 0% 0%
SACKS BY-Yards 3-16 3-17
MISC YARDS -7 0
TOUCHDOWNS SCORED 11 9
FIELD GOALS-ATTEMPTS 1-3 1-3
ON-SIDE KICKS 0-0 0-0
RED-ZONE SCORES (6-9) 67% (8-11) 73%
RED-ZONE TOUCHDOWNS (6-9) 67% (7-11) 64%
PAT-ATTEMPTS (10-11) 91% (9-9) 100%
ATTENDANCE 18311 17215
  Games/Avg Per Game 1/18311 1/17215
  Neutral Site Games 0/0
Score by Quarters 1st 2nd 3rd 4th OT Total
Bowling Green 14 30 21 14 0 79
Opponents 14 24 14 14 0 66
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OFFENSE
The Automated ScoreBo k
Bowling Green Team Game-by-Game (as of Sep 07, 2014)
All games
TEAM STATISTICS
Rushing Receiving Passing Kick Returns Punt Returns tot
Date Opponent no. yds td lg no. yds td lg cmp-att-int yds td lg no. yds td lg no. yds td lg off
Aug 29 at WKU 35 152 3 27 25 313 1 41 25-36-0 313 1 41 6 128 0 29 1 28 0 28 465
Sep 06 VMI 37 260 4 33 25 266 1 51 25-34-1 266 1 51 0 0 0 0 5 106 2 75 526
Bowling Green 72 412 7 33 50 579 2 51 50-70-1 579 2 51 6 128 0 29 6 134 2 75 991
Opponents 75 236 3 17 76 890 6 55 76-111-1 890 6 55 10 217 0 27 3 10 0 9 1126
 Games played: 2
 Avg per rush: 5.7
 Avg per catch: 11.6
 Pass efficiency: 147.48
 Kick ret avg: 21.3
 Punt ret avg: 22.3
 All purpose avg/game: 636.0
 Total offense avg/gm: 495.5
Tackles Sacks Fumble Pass Defense blkd PAT Attempts off
Date Opponent ua a total tfl-yds no-yds ff fr-yds int-yds qbh brup kick kick rush rcv saf t/o pts
Aug 2 at WKU 67 22 89 7.0-25 1.0-5 2 0-0 0-0 2 0 0 4-4 0 0 0 0 31
Sep 0 VMI 51 44 95 8.0-22 2.0-11 2 2-0 1-19 5 8 1 6-7 0 0 0 18 48
Bowling Green 118 66 184 15.0-47 3.0-16 4 2-0 1-19 7 8 1 10-11 0 0 0 18 79
Opponents 92 50 142 7.0-24 3.0-17 3 1-10 1--10 4 7 1 9-9 0 0 0 0 66
Punting Field Goals Kickoffs
Date Opponent no. yds avg long blkd tb fc 50+ i20 md-att long blkd no. yds avg tb ob
Aug 2 at WKU 4 172 43.0 49 0 0 3 0 1 1-2 52 0 6 374 62.3 3 0
Sep 0 VMI 5 191 38.2 44 0 0 2 0 2 0-1 0 1 8 449 56.1 1 0
Bowling Green 9 363 40.3 49 0 0 5 0 3 1-3 52 1 14 823 58.8 4 0
Opponents 11 391 35.5 55 1 1 2 2 1 1-3 29 0 11 683 62.1 5 0
DEFENSE
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Team Game-by-Game (as of Sep 07, 2014)
All games
TEAM STATISTICS
Rushing Receiving Passing Kick Returns Punt Returns tot
Date Opponent no. yds td lg no. yds td lg cmp-att-int yds td lg no. yds td lg no. yds td lg off
Aug 29 at WKU 35 152 3 27 25 313 1 41 25-36-0 313 1 41 6 128 0 29 1 28 0 28 465
Sep 06 VMI 37 260 4 33 25 266 1 51 25-34-1 266 1 51 0 0 0 0 5 106 2 75 526
Bowling Green 72 412 7 33 50 579 2 51 50-70-1 579 2 51 6 128 0 29 6 134 2 75 991
Opponents 75 236 3 17 76 890 6 55 76-111-1 890 6 55 10 217 0 27 3 10 0 9 1126
 Games played: 2
 Avg per rush: 5.7
 Avg per catch: 11.6
 Pass efficiency: 147.48
 Kick ret avg: 21.3
 Punt ret avg: 22.3
 All purpose avg/game: 636.0
 Total offense avg/gm: 495.5
Tackles Sacks Fumble Pass Defense blkd PAT Attempts off
Date Opponent ua a total tfl-yds no-yds ff fr-yds int-yds qbh brup kick kick rush rcv saf t/o pts
Aug 2 at WKU 67 22 89 7.0-25 1.0-5 2 0-0 0-0 2 0 0 4-4 0 0 0 0 31
Sep 0 VMI 51 44 95 8.0-22 2.0-11 2 2-0 1-19 5 8 1 6-7 0 0 0 18 48
Bowling Green 118 66 184 15.0-47 3.0-16 4 2-0 1-19 7 8 1 10-11 0 0 0 18 79
Opponents 92 50 142 7.0-24 3.0-17 3 1-10 1--10 4 7 1 9-9 0 0 0 0 66
Punting Field Goals Kickoffs
Date Opponent no. yds avg long blkd tb fc 50+ i20 md-att long blkd no. yds avg tb ob
Aug 2 at WKU 4 172 43.0 49 0 0 3 0 1 1-2 52 0 6 374 62.3 3 0
Sep 0 VMI 5 191 38.2 44 0 0 2 0 2 0-1 0 1 8 449 56.1 1 0
Bowling Green 9 363 40.3 49 0 0 5 0 3 1-3 52 1 14 823 58.8 4 0
Opponents 11 391 35.5 55 1 1 2 2 1 1-3 29 0 11 683 62.1 5 0
RED ZONE
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Red-Zone Results (as of Sep 07, 2014)
All games
Bowling Green Inside Opponent Red-Zone
Times Times Total Rush Pass FGs Failed to score inside RZ
Date Opponent Score In RZ Score Pts TDs TDs TDs Made FGA Dow Int Fum Half Gam
Aug 29, 201 at WKU L 31-59 5 3 21 3 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
Sep 06, 201 VMI 48-7 4 3 20 3 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 9 6 41 6 6 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0
6 of 9 (66.7%)
Opponents Inside Bowling Green Red-Zone
Times Times Total Rush Pass FGs Failed to score inside RZ
Date Opponent Score In RZ Score Pts TDs TDs TDs Made FGA Dow Int Fum Half Gam
Aug 29, 201 at WKU L 31-59 7 7 45 6 2 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sep 06, 201 VMI 48-7 4 1 7 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
Totals 11 8 52 7 3 4 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
8 of 11 (72.7%)
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OFFENSE
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Opponent Game-by-Game (as of Sep 07, 2014)
All games
OPPONENT STATISTICS
Rushing Receiving Passing Kick Returns Punt Returns tot
Date Opponent no. yds td lg no. yds td lg cmp-att-int yds td lg no. yds td lg no. yds td lg off
Aug 29 at WKU 40 139 2 17 46 569 6 55 46-56-0 569 6 55 3 57 0 26 1 9 0 9 708
Sep 06 VMI 35 97 1 12 30 321 0 41 30-55-1 321 0 41 7 160 0 27 2 1 0 1 418
Opponents 75 236 3 17 76 890 6 55 76-111-1 890 6 55 10 217 0 27 3 10 0 9 1126
Bowling Green 72 412 7 33 50 579 2 51 50-70-1 579 2 51 6 128 0 29 6 134 2 75 991
 Games played: 2
 Avg per rush: 3.1
 Avg per catch: 11.7
 Pass efficiency: 151.86
 Kick ret avg: 21.7
 Punt ret avg: 3.3
 All purpose avg/game: 671.5
 Total offense avg/gm: 563.0
Tackles Sacks Fumble Pass Defense blkd PAT Attempts off
Date Opponent ua a total tfl-yds no-yds ff fr-yds int-yds qbh brup kick kick rush rcv saf t/o pts
Aug 2 at WKU 53 8 61 5.0-20 3.0-17 0 0-0 0-0 4 3 0 8-8 0 0 0 0 59
Sep 0 VMI 39 42 81 2.0-4 0.0-0 3 1-10 1--10 0 4 1 1-1 0 0 0 0 7
Opponents 92 50 142 7.0-24 3.0-17 3 1-10 1--10 4 7 1 9-9 0 0 0 0 66
Bowling Green 118 66 184 15.0-47 3.0-16 4 2-0 1-19 7 8 1 10-11 0 0 0 18 79
Punting Field Goals Kickoffs
Date Opponent no. yds avg long blkd tb fc 50+ i20 md-att long blkd no. yds avg tb ob
Aug 2 at WKU 2 106 53.0 55 0 1 0 2 0 1-2 29 0 9 553 61.4 3 0
Sep 0 VMI 9 285 31.7 45 1 0 2 0 1 0-1 0 0 2 130 65.0 2 0
Opponents 11 391 35.5 55 1 1 2 2 1 1-3 29 0 11 683 62.1 5 0
Bowling Green 9 363 40.3 49 0 0 5 0 3 1-3 52 1 14 823 58.8 4 0
DEFENSE
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Bowling Green Opponent Game-by-Game (as of Sep 07, 2014)
All games
OPPONENT STATISTICS
Rushing Receiving Passing Kick Returns Punt Returns tot
Date Opponent no. yds td lg no. yds td lg cmp-att-int yds td lg no. yds td lg no. yds td lg off
Aug 29 at WKU 40 139 2 17 46 569 6 55 46-56-0 569 6 55 3 57 0 26 1 9 0 9 708
Sep 06 VMI 35 97 1 12 30 321 0 41 30-55-1 321 0 41 7 160 0 27 2 1 0 1 418
Opponents 75 236 3 17 76 890 6 55 76-111-1 890 6 55 10 217 0 27 3 10 0 9 1126
Bowling Green 72 412 7 33 50 579 2 51 50-70-1 579 2 51 6 128 0 29 6 134 2 75 991
 Games played: 2
 Avg per rush: 3.1
 Avg per catch: 11.7
 Pass efficiency: 151.86
 Kick r t avg: 21.7
 Punt ret avg: 3.3
 All purpose avg/game: 671.5
 Total offense avg/gm: 563.0
Tackles Sacks Fumble Pass Defense blkd PAT Attempts off
Date Opponent ua a total tfl-yds no-yds ff fr-yds int-yds qbh brup kick kick rush rcv saf t/o pts
Aug 2 at WKU 53 61 5.0-20 3.0-17 0 0-0 0-0 4 3 0 8-8 0 0 0 0 59
Se  0 VMI 39 42 81 2.0-4 0.0-0 3 1-10 1--10 0 4 1 1- 0 0 0 0 7
Opponents 92 50 142 7.0-24 3.0-17 3 1-10 1--10 4 7 1 9-9 0 0 0 0 66
Bowling Green 118 66 184 15.0-47 3.0-16 4 2-0 1-19 7 8 1 10-11 0 0 0 18 79
Punting Field Goals Kickoffs
Date Opponent no. yds avg long blkd tb fc 50+ i20 md-att long blkd no. yds avg tb ob
Aug 2 at WKU 2 106 53.0 55 0 1 0 2 0 1-2 29 0 9 553 61.4 3 0
Sep 0 VMI 9 285 31.7 45 1 0 2 0 1 0-1 0 0 2 130 65.0 2 0
Opponents 11 391 35.5 55 1 1 2 2 1 1-3 29 0 11 683 62.1 5 0
Bowling Green 9 363 40.3 49 0 0 5 0 3 1-3 52 1 14 823 58.8 4 0
RED ZONE
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Red-Zone Results (as of Sep 07, 2014)
All games
Bowling Green Inside Opponent Red-Zone
Times Times Total Rush Pass FGs Failed to score inside RZ
Date Opponent Score In RZ Score Pts TDs TDs TDs Made FGA Dow Int Fum Half Gam
Aug 29, 201 at WKU L 31-59 5 3 21 3 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
Sep 06, 201 VMI 48-7 4 3 20 3 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 9 6 41 6 6 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0
6 of 9 (66.7%)
Opponents Inside Bowling Green Red-Zone
Times Times Total Rush Pass FGs Failed to score inside RZ
Date Opponent Score In RZ Score Pts TDs TDs TDs Made FGA Dow Int Fum Half Gam
Aug 29, 201 at WKU L 31-59 7 7 45 6 2 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sep 06, 201 VMI 48-7 4 1 7 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
Totals 11 8 52 7 3 4 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
8 of 11 (72.7%)
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Bowling Green Team Game-by-Game Comparison (as of Sep 07, 2014)
All games
First Downs Rushing Passing Total Offense Return Turn-
Opponent Score Total Rush Pass Pen Number-Yards Comp-Att-Int Yards Plays-Yards Yards Overs
WKU 31 - 59 26 / 40 7 / 9 17 / 29 2 / 2 35-152 / 40-139 25-36-0 / 46-56-0 313 / 569 71-465 / 96-708 156 / 66 0 / 0
VMI 48 - 7 26 / 24 15 / 6 11 / 16 0 / 2 37-260 / 35-97 25-34-1 / 30-55-1 266 / 321 71-526 / 90-418 125 / 161 2 / 3
Totals 79 - 66 52 / 64 22 / 15 28 / 45 2 / 4 72-412 / 75-236 50-70-1 / 76-111-1 579 / 890 142-991 / 186-112 281 / 227 2 / 3
3rd Down 4th Down Time of TOP Avg Avg Avg Punting Penalties
Opponent Conversions Conversions Possession Margin Yds/Rush Yds/Pass Yds/Play Number-Avg Number-Yards Sacks
WKU 4-11 / 14-18 0-1 / 0-0 24:01 / 35:59 -11:58 4.3 / 3.5 8.7 / 10.2 6.5 / 7.4 4-43.0 / 2-53.0 11-90 / 7-66 1 / 3
VMI 7-13 / 6-20 0-0 / 0-1 20:53 / 39:07 -18:14 7.0 / 2.8 7.8 / 5.8 7.4 / 4.6 5-38.2 / 9-31.7 7-87 / 4-35 2 / 0
Totals 11-24 / 20-38 0-1 / 0-1 44:54 / 75:06 -30:12 5.7 / 3.1 8.3 / 8.0 7.0 / 6.1 9-40.3 / 11-35.5 18-17 / 11-10 3 / 3
Note: Game totals are displayed in the format TEAM/OPPONENT for each category
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Rushing g att gain loss net avg td lg avg/g
GREENE, Travis  2 36 226 6 220 6.1 3 33110.0
COPPET, Fred  2 15 138 0 138 9.2 2 24 69.0
GIVENS, Andre  2 11 58 0 58 5.3 1 16 29.0
KNAPKE, James  2 2 18 0 18 9.0 1 17 9.0
CALLAWAY, Cody  1 2 0 1 -1 -0.5 0 1 -1.0
JOHNSON, Matt  1 6 5 26 -21 -3.5 0 4 -21.0
Total  2 72 445 33 412 5.7 7 33206.0
Opponents  2 75 276 40 236 3.1 3 17118.0
Passing g efficcomp-att-in pct yds td lg avg/g
JOHNSON, Matt  1151.64 25-36-0 69.4 313 1 41313.0
KNAPKE, James  2139.38 22-31-1 71.0 237 1 51118.5
CALLAWAY, Cody  1181.20 3-3-0 100. 29 0 11 29.0
Total  2147.48 50-70-1 71.4 579 2 51289.5
Opponents  2151.86 76-111-1 68.5 890 6 55445.0
Receiving g no. yds avg td lg avg/g
LEWIS, Roger  2 14 217 15.5 1 51108.5
JACKSON, Heath  2 11 117 10.6 0 30 58.5
DIETER, Gehrig  2 9 82 9.1 0 16 41.0
MOORE, Ronnie  2 5 75 15.0 1 41 37.5
GREENE, Travis  2 4 26 6.5 0 15 13.0
BURBRINK, Ryan  2 2 27 13.5 0 18 13.5
COBY, Herve  2 2 12 6.0 0 8 6.0
KLINGERMAN, J.  2 1 11 11.0 0 11 5.5
ROOP, Trevor  1 1 10 10.0 0 10 10.0
POHLMAN, Chris  2 1 2 2.0 0 2 1.0
Total  2 50 579 11.6 2 51289.5
Opponents  2 76 890 11.7 6 55445.0
Punt Returns no. yds avg td lg
BURBRINK, Ryan 5 10521.0 1 75
COBY, Herve 1 2929.0 1 14
Total 6 13422.3 2 75
Opponents 3 10 3.3 0 9
Interceptions no. yds avg td lg
WARD, Ryland 1 1919.0 0 19
Total 1 1919.0 0 19
Opponents 1 -10 -10. 0 0
Kick Returns no. yds avg td lg
MOORE, Ronnie 4 8721.8 0 29
BURBRINK, Ryan 1 2121.0 0 21
COPPET, Fred 1 2020.0 0 20
Total 6 12821.3 0 29
Opponents 10 21721.7 0 27
Fumble Returns no. yds avg td lg
Total 0 0 0.0 0 0
Opponents 1 1010.0 0 10
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PAT
Scoring td fg kick rush rcv pass dx saf pts
GREENE, Travis 3 - - - - - - - 18
TATE, Tyler - 1-3 10-11 - - - - - 13
COPPET, Fred 2 - - - - - - - 12
MOORE, Ronnie 1 - - - - - - - 6
KNAPKE, James 1 - - - - - - - 6
LEWIS, Roger 1 - - - - - - - 6
GIVENS, Andre 1 - - - - - - - 6
COBY, Herve 1 - - - - - - - 6
BURBRINK, Ryan 1 - - - - - - - 6
Total 11 1-3 10-11 - - - - - 79
Opponents 9 1-3 9-9 - - - - - 66
Total Offense g plays rush pass total avg/g
JOHNSON, Matt 1 42 -21 313 292292.0
KNAPKE, James 2 33 18 237 255127.5
GREENE, Travis 2 36 220 0 220110.0
COPPET, Fred 2 15 138 0 138 69.0
GIVENS, Andre 2 11 58 0 58 29.0
CALLAWAY, Cody 1 5 -1 29 28 28.0
Total 2 142 412 579 991495.5
Opponents 2 186 236 890 1126563.0
Field Goals fg pct. 01-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-99 lg blk
TATE, Tyler 1-3 33.3 0-0 0-1 0-1 0-0 1-1 52 1
FG Sequence Bowling Green Opponents
WKU 27,(52) 41,(29)
VMI 33 23
Numbers in (parentheses) indicate field goal was made.
Punting no. yds avg lg tb fc i2050+ blk
DAVIDSON, Joe 9 36340.3 49 0 5 3 0 0
Total 9 36340.3 49 0 5 3 0 0
Opponents 11 39135.5 55 1 2 1 2 1
Kickoffs no. yds avg tb ob retn net ydln
FARINELLA, A. 14 82358.8 4 0
Total 14 82358.8 4 021.736.1 28
Opponents 11 68362.1 5 021.339.1 25
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All Purpose g rush rcv pr kr ir total avg/g
GREENE, Tr 2 220 26 0 0 0 246123.0
LEWIS, Roge 2 0 217 0 0 0 217108.5
MOORE, Ron 2 0 75 0 87 0 162 81.0
COPPET, Fre 2 138 0 0 20 0 158 79.0
B U R B R I N K , 2 0 27 105 21 0 153 76.5
JACKSON, H 2 0 117 0 0 0 117 58.5
DIETER, Geh 2 0 82 0 0 0 82 41.0
GIVENS, And 2 58 0 0 0 0 58 29.0
COBY, Herve 2 0 12 29 0 0 41 20.5
WARD, Rylan 2 0 0 0 0 19 19 9.5
KNAPKE, Ja 2 18 0 0 0 0 18 9.0
KLINGERMA 2 0 11 0 0 0 11 5.5
ROOP, Trevo 1 0 10 0 0 0 10 10.0
P O H L M A N , 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 1.0
C A L L A W A Y , 1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 -1.0
J O H N S O N , 1 -21 0 0 0 0 -21 -21.0
Total 2 412 579 134 128 19 1272636.0
Opponents 2 236 890 10 217 -10 1343671.5
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Bowling Green Overall Defensive Statistics (as of Sep 07, 2014)
All games
Tackles Sacks Pass defense Fumbles blkd
# Defensive Leaders gp ua a tot tfl/yds no-yds int-yds brup qbh rcv-yds ff kick saf
3 SUTTON, Brian 2 15 4 19 2.0-2 . . . . . . . .
11 MARTIN, Gabe 2 13 5 18 2.0-2 . . 1 . . 1 . .
30 SENN, Paul 2 8 6 14 2.5-4 . . 1 1 1-0 1 . .
14 ADJEI-BARIMAH 2 11 2 13 . . . . . . . . .
13 JOHNSON, Nick 2 6 4 10 . . . . . . . . .
63 SCHWIETERMAN 2 4 5 9 3.0-18 1.0-4 . . . 1-0 1 . .
15 WARD, Ryland 2 6 3 9 . . 1-19 . . . . . .
45 CROLEY, J. 2 2 6 8 . . . . 1 . . . .
1H HUNTER, Darrell 2 7 1 8 . . . . . . . . .
35 SANFORD, James 2 6 1 7 . . . . . . . . .
33 ROYSTER, Taylor 2 3 3 6 0.5-2 . . . . . . . .
7 LYNCH, D.J. 2 2 4 6 0.5-1 . . . . . . . .
27 LOCKE, Nate 2 2 4 6 0.5-0 . . . . . . . .
34 OSBORNE, Victor 2 5 1 6 . . . . . . . . .
61 BUSH, Terrance 2 2 3 5 1.0-7 1.0-7 . . . . . . .
16 VALDEZ, Austin 2 2 3 5 . . . . . . . . .
18 TURNER, Dernard 2 3 1 4 . . . . . . . . .
46 WALKER, Charlie 2 2 2 4 . . . . 2 . . . .
50 LUNSFORD, Izaah 2 2 1 3 1.0-3 . . 1 1 . . . .
21 WATSON, Will 1 3 . 3 1.0-3 . . . . . . . .
9 GOURDINE, I. 2 . 2 2 . . . . . . . . .
99 BAIRD, Bryan 2 1 1 2 . . . . . . . . .
43 THOMAS, Bryan 2 2 . 2 1.0-5 1.0-5 . 1 1 . 1 . .
51 BROWN, Malik 1 2 . 2 . . . 1 . . . . .
1 LEWIS, Roger 2 2 . 2 . . . . . . . . .
88 MONTGOMERY, K. 2 1 1 2 . . . . . . . . .
5 MOORE, Ronnie 2 2 . 2 . . . . . . . . .
2S STEPHENS, Clint 1 1 . 1 . . . 1 . . . . .
84 KLINGERMAN, J. 2 1 . 1 . . . . . . . . .
10 COBY, Herve 2 1 . 1 . . . . . . . 1 .
57 BARTMAN, Zac 2 . 1 1 . . . . . . . . .
24 BEERY, Trevahn 1 . 1 1 . . . . . . . . .
48 HOHENSTEIN, G. 2 1 . 1 . . . . . . . . .
22 PHILLIPS, Monti 2 . 1 1 . . . . . . . . .
92 COLVIN, Zach 1 . . . . . . . 1 . . . .
31 ROBINSON, Matt 1 . . . . . . 1 . . . . .
2 GIVENS, Andre 2 . . . . . . 1 . . . . .
Total 2 118 66 184 15-47 3-16 1-19 8 7 2-0 4 1 .
Opponents 2 92 50 142 7-24 3-17 1--10 7 4 1-10 3 1 .
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Bowling Green Rushing/Receiving Game-by-Game (as of Sep 07, 2014)
All games
RUSHING No-Yds/TD WKU VMI
GREENE, Travis RB 36-220/3 18-91/1 18-129/
COPPET, Fred RB 15-138/2 6-65/1 9-73/1
GIVENS, Andre RB 11-58/1 5-17/1 6-41/0
KNAPKE, James QB 2-18/1 - 2-18/1
CALLAWAY, Cody QB 2--1/0 DNP 2--1/0
JOHNSON, Matt QB 6--21/0 6--21/0 DNP
RECEIVING No-Yds/TD WKU VMI
LEWIS, Roger WR 14-217/1 8-77/0 6-140/1
JACKSON, Heath WR 11-117/0 5-58/0 6-59/0
DIETER, Gehrig WR 9-82/0 7-78/0 2-4/0
MOORE, Ronnie WR 5-75/1 2-64/1 3-11/0
BURBRINK, Ryan WR 2-27/0 1-18/0 1-9/0
GREENE, Travis RB 4-26/0 2-18/0 2-8/0
COBY, Herve WR 2-12/0 - 2-12/0
KLINGERMAN, J. WR 1-11/0 - 1-11/0
ROOP, Trevor WR 1-10/0 DNP 1-10/0
POHLMAN, Chris TE 1-2/0 - 1-2/0
The Automated ScoreBook
Bowling Green Passing Game-by-Game (as of Sep 07, 2014)
All games
#1J JOHNSON, Matt Comp Att Int Pct Yards TD Long Sacked Effic
WKU 25 36 0 69.4 313 1 41 3-17 151.64
TOTALS 25 36 0 69.4 313 1 41 3-17 151.64
#3K KNAPKE, James Comp Att Int Pct Yards TD Long Sacked Effic
VMI 22 31 1 71.0 237 1 51 0-0 139.38
TOTALS 22 31 1 71.0 237 1 51 0-0 139.38
#1C CALLAWAY, Cody Comp Att Int Pct Yards TD Long Sacked Effic
VMI 3 3 0 100.0 29 0 11 0-0 181.20
TOTALS 3 3 0 100.0 29 0 11 0-0 181.20
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Bowling Green Total Tackles Game-by-Game (as of Sep 07, 2014)
All games
Total Tackles UA-A Total WKU VMI
SUTTON, Brian DB 15-4 19  1 4 - 4   1 - 0
MARTIN, Gabe LB 13-5 18  1 1 - 1   2 - 4
SENN, Paul LB 8-6 14   0 - 1   8 - 5
ADJEI-BARIMAH DB 11-2 13   7 - 0   4 - 2
JOHNSON, Nick DB 6-4 10   6 - 1   0 - 3
WARD, Ryland DB 6-3 9   3 - 3   3 - 0
SCHWIETERMAN DL 4-5 9   2 - 1   2 - 4
CROLEY, J. DL 2-6 8   2 - 2   0 - 4
HUNTER, Darrell DB 7-1 8   2 - 0   5 - 1
SANFORD, James DB 6-1 7   4 - 0   2 - 1
ROYSTER, Taylor DL 3-3 6   2 - 2   1 - 1
LYNCH, D.J. LB 2-4 6   2 - 3   0 - 1
LOCKE, Nate LB 2-4 6   1 - 1   1 - 3
OSBORNE, Victor DB 5-1 6   1 - 0   4 - 1
BUSH, Terrance DL 2-3 5    -   2 - 3
VALDEZ, Austin LB 2-3 5   0 - 1   2 - 2
TURNER, Dernard DB 3-1 4   0 - 1   3 - 0
WALKER, Charlie DL 2-2 4   2 - 0   0 - 2
WATSON, Will DB 3-0 3   3 - 0   D N P
LUNSFORD, Izaah DL 2-1 3   1 - 0   1 - 1
GOURDINE, I. DB 0-2 2    -   0 - 2
MONTGOMERY, K. D 1-1 2   1 - 1    -
BROWN, Malik DL 2-0 2   D N P   2 - 0
BAIRD, Bryan DL 1-1 2   1 - 0   0 - 1
THOMAS, Bryan DL 2-0 2   1 - 0   1 - 0
LEWIS, Roger 2-0 2    -   2 - 0
MOORE, Ronnie 2-0 2    -   2 - 0
STEPHENS, Clint DB 1-0 1   D N P   1 - 0
PHILLIPS, Monti LB 0-1 1    -   0 - 1
BARTMAN, Zac LB 0-1 1    -   0 - 1
HOHENSTEIN, G. LS 1-0 1   1 - 0    -
KLINGERMAN, J. 1-0 1    -   1 - 0
BEERY, Trevahn DB 0-1 1   D N P   0 - 1
COBY, Herve 1-0 1    -   1 - 0
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Bowling Green By-Quarter Statistics (as of Sep 07, 2014)
All games
3rd-Down Conversions
Date Opponent Score Overall 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr Overtime
Aug 29, 201 at WKU L 31-59 4-11 36.4 0-4 0.0 2-4 50.0 0-1 0.0 2-2 100.0
Sep 06, 201 VMI 48-7 7-13 53.8 1-2 50.0 2-4 50.0 0-3 0.0 4-4 100.0
Bowling Green 11-24 45.8 1-6 16.7 4-8 50.0 0-4 0.0 6-6 100.0 0-0 0.0
Opponents 20-38 52.6 3-9 33.3 6-10 60.0 4-9 44.4 7-10 70.0 0-0 0.0
4th-Down Conversions
Date Opponent Score Overall 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr Overtime
Aug 29, 201 at WKU L 31-59 0-1 0.0 0-1 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0
Sep 06, 201 VMI 48-7 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0
Bowling Green 0-1 0.0 0-1 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0
Opponents 0-1 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0-1 0.0 0-0 0.0
Time of Possession
Date Opponent Score Overall 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr Overtime
Aug 29, 201 at WKU L 31-59 24:01 6:14 7:20 4:55 5:32
Sep 06, 201 VMI 48-7 20:53 4:35 5:09 4:41 6:28
Bowling Green Total 44:54 10:49 12:29 9:36 12:00 0:00
Avg. 22:27 5:24 6:14 4:48 6:00 0:00
Opponents Total 75:06 19:11 17:31 20:24 18:00 0:00
Avg. 37:33 9:35 8:45 10:12 9:00 0:00
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Rushing gp att gain loss net avg td lg avg/g gp att gain loss net avg td lg avg/g
GREENE, Travis  2 36 226 6 220 6.1 3 33 110.0 21 316 1903 79 1824 5.8 14 33 86.9
COPPET, Fred  2 15 138 0 138 9.2 2 24 69.0 11 61 360 8 352 5.8 2 24 32.0
GIVENS, Andre  2 11 58 0 58 5.3 1 16 29.0 17 76 467 20 447 5.9 5 47 26.3
KNAPKE, James  2 2 18 0 18 9.0 1 17 9.0  8 4 24 7 17 4.2 1 17 2.1
CALLAWAY, Cody  1 2 0 1 -1 -0.5 0 1 -1.0  1 2 0 1 -1 -0.5 0 1 -1.0
JOHNSON, Matt  1 6 5 26 -21 -3.5 0 4 -21.0 23 131 502 262 240 1.8 5 56 10.4
Total  2 72 445 33 412 5.7 7 33 206.0
Opponents  2 75 276 40 236 3.1 3 17 118.0
Passing gp efficcomp-att-int pct yds td lg avg/g gp effic comp-att-int pct yds td lg avg/g
JOHNSON, Matt  1151.64 25-36-0 69.4 313 1 41 313.0 23 155.34 272-433-8 62.8 3899 27 92 169.5
KNAPKE, James  2139.38 22-31-1 71.0 237 1 51 118.5  8 137.74 26-41-1 63.4 308 2 51 38.5
CALLAWAY, Cody  1181.20 3-3-0 100. 29 0 11 29.0  1 181.20 3-3-0 100.0 29 0 11 29.0
Total  2147.48 50-70-1 71.4 579 2 51 289.5
Opponents  2151.86 76-111-1 68.5 890 6 55 445.0
Receiving gp no. yds avg td lg avg/g gp no. yds avg td lg avg/g
LEWIS, Roger  2 14 217 15.5 1 51 108.5  2 14 217 15.5 1 51 108.5
JACKSON, Heath  2 11 117 10.6 0 30 58.5 21 46 513 11.2 3 32 24.4
DIETER, Gehrig  2 9 82 9.1 0 16 41.0  2 9 82 9.1 0 16 41.0
MOORE, Ronnie  2 5 75 15.0 1 41 37.5 16 33 622 18.8 8 74 38.9
GREENE, Travis  2 4 26 6.5 0 15 13.0 21 22 181 8.2 2 30 8.6
BURBRINK, Ryan  2 2 27 13.5 0 18 13.5 28 71 855 12.0 2 92 30.5
COBY, Herve  2 2 12 6.0 0 8 6.0 18 7 81 11.6 1 19 4.5
KLINGERMAN, J.  2 1 11 11.0 0 11 5.5  2 1 11 11.0 0 11 5.5
ROOP, Trevor  1 1 10 10.0 0 10 10.0  1 1 10 10.0 0 10 10.0
POHLMAN, Chris  2 1 2 2.0 0 2 1.0 36 5 90 18.0 1 38 2.5
Total  2 50 579 11.6 2 51 289.5
Opponents  2 76 890 11.7 6 55 445.0
Total Offense g plays rush pass total avg/g g plays rush pass total avg/g
JOHNSON, Matt 1 42 -21 313 292 292.0 23 564 240 3899 4139 180.0
KNAPKE, James 2 33 18 237 255 127.5 8 45 17 308 325 40.6
GREENE, Travis 2 36 220 0 220 110.0 21 316 1824 0 1824 86.9
COPPET, Fred 2 15 138 0 138 69.0 11 61 352 0 352 32.0
GIVENS, Andre 2 11 58 0 58 29.0 17 76 447 0 447 26.3
CALLAWAY, Cody 1 5 -1 29 28 28.0 1 5 -1 29 28 28.0
Total 2 142 412 579 991 495.5
Opponents 2 186 236 890 1126 563.0
PAT PAT
Scoring td fg kick rush rcv pass dxp saf pts td fg kick rush rcv pass dxp saf pts
GREENE, Travis 3 - - - - - - - 18 16 - - - - - - - 96
TATE, Tyler - 1-3 10-11 - - - - - 13 - 26-35 74-78 - - - - - 152
COPPET, Fred 2 - - - - - - - 12 2 - - - - - - - 12
BURBRINK, Ryan 1 - - - - - - - 6 4 - - - - - - - 24
COBY, Herve 1 - - - - - - - 6 2 - - - - - - - 12
KNAPKE, James 1 - - - - - - - 6 1 - - - - - - - 6
MOORE, Ronnie 1 - - - - - - - 6 8 - - - - - - - 48
GIVENS, Andre 1 - - - - - - - 6 5 - - - - - - - 30
LEWIS, Roger 1 - - - - - - - 6 1 - - - - - - - 6
Total 11 1-3 10-11 - - - - - 79
Opponents 9 1-3 9-9 - - - - - 66
Punt Returns no. yds avg td lg no. yds avg td lg
BURBRINK, Ryan 5 105 21.0 1 75 36 378 10.5 2 75
COBY, Herve 1 29 29.0 1 14 1 29 29.0 1 14
Total 6 134 22.3 2 75
Opponents 3 10 3.3 0 9
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Kick Returns no. yds avg td lg no. yds avg td lg
MOORE, Ronnie 4 87 21.8 0 29 18 376 20.9 0 43
BURBRINK, Ryan 1 21 21.0 0 21 1 21 21.0 0 21
COPPET, Fred 1 20 20.0 0 20 1 20 20.0 0 20
Total 6 128 21.3 0 29
Opponents 10 217 21.7 0 27
Interceptions no. yds avg td lg no. yds avg td lg
WARD, Ryland 1 19 19.0 0 19 4 51 12.8 0 19
Total 1 19 19.0 0 19
Opponents 1 -10 -10. 0 0
Fumble Returns no. yds avg td lg no. yds avg td lg
Total 0 0 0.0 0 0
Opponents 1 10 10.0 0 10
All Purpose g rush rcv pr kr ir total avg/g g rush rcv pr kr ir total avg/g
GREENE, Tra 2 220 26 0 0 0 246 123.0 21 1824 181 0 0 0 2005 95.5
LEWIS, Roge 2 0 217 0 0 0 217 108.5 2 0 217 0 0 0 217 108.5
MOORE, Ron 2 0 75 0 87 0 162 81.0 16 138 622 49 376 0 1185 74.1
COPPET, Fre 2 138 0 0 20 0 158 79.0 11 352 11 0 20 0 383 34.8
B U R B R I N K , 2 0 27 105 21 0 153 76.5 28 0 855 378 21 0 1254 44.8
JACKSON, H 2 0 117 0 0 0 117 58.5 21 0 513 -3 14 0 524 25.0
DIETER, Geh 2 0 82 0 0 0 82 41.0 2 0 82 0 0 0 82 41.0
GIVENS, And 2 58 0 0 0 0 58 29.0 17 447 3 0 0 0 450 26.5
COBY, Herve 2 0 12 29 0 0 41 20.5 18 0 81 29 0 0 110 6.1
WARD, Rylan 2 0 0 0 0 19 19 9.5 41 0 0 0 0 51 51 1.2
KNAPKE, Ja 2 18 0 0 0 0 18 9.0 8 17 0 0 0 0 17 2.1
KLINGERMA 2 0 11 0 0 0 11 5.5 2 0 11 0 0 0 11 5.5
ROOP, Trevor 1 0 10 0 0 0 10 10.0 1 0 10 0 0 0 10 10.0
POHLMAN, C 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 1.0 36 0 90 0 10 0 100 2.8
C A L L A W A Y , 1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 -1.0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 -1.0
JOHNSON, M 1 -21 0 0 0 0 -21 -21.0 23 240 -8 0 0 0 232 10.1
Total 2 412 579 134 128 19 1272 636.0
Opponents 2 236 890 10 217 -10 1343 671.5
Field Goals att good long blkd att good long blkd
TATE, Tyler 3 1 52 1 35 26 52 2
Total 3 1 52 1
Opponents 3 1 29 0
Punting no. yds avg lg blk no. yds avg lg blk
DAVIDSON, Joe 9 363 40.3 49 0 9 363 40.3 49 0
Total 9 363 40.3 49 0
Opponents 11 391 35.5 55 1
Kickoffs no. yds avg tb ob no. yds avg tb ob
FARINELLA, A. 14 823 58.8 4 0 161 9611 59.7 40 4
Total 14 823 58.8 4 0
Opponents 11 683 62.1 5 0
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## Defensive Leaders gp ua a total tflsack int pb fr ff blk gp ua a total tfl sack int pb fr ff blk
3 SUTTON, Brian 2   1 5     4     1 2.0      . .    .   .   .    . 40    5 0    4 3     9 3 4.0    1 . 0 .    2   .   .    1
11 MARTIN, Gabe 2   1 3     5     1 2.0      . .    1   .   1    . 33    9 6    5 3   1 4 9 15.0    7 . 5 1    8   .   4    1
30 SENN, Paul 2     8     6     1 2.5      . .    1   1   1    . 16    2 8    2 3     5 1 7.5    1 . 5 .    2   2   2    1
14 ADJEI-BARIMAH 2   1 1     2     1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 40   6 1    2 0     8 1 4.5    1 . 0 4   1   1   1    1
13 JOHNSON, Nick 2     6     4     1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 2     6     4     1 0 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
15 WARD, Ryland 2     6     3      9 0.0      . 1    .   .   .    . 41   1 4    7 5    2 1 6 2.5      . 4   1   2   3    .
63 SCHWIETERMAN 2     4     5      9 3.0    1 . .    .   1   1    . 2     4     5      9 3.0    1 . 0 .    .   1   1    .
45 CROLEY, J. 2     2     6      8 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 10     4    1 0     1 4 0.5      . .    .   .   .    .
1H HUNTER, Darrell 2     7     1      8 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 24    5 0    1 4     6 4 1.5      . 2    6   .   .    .
35 SANFORD, James 2     6     1      7 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 2     6     1      7 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
7 LYNCH, D.J. 2     2     4      6 0.5      . .    .   .   .    . 41   1 0    9 7   1 9 7 19.5    7 . 0 .    4   2   .    .
33 ROYSTER, Taylor 2     3     3      6 0.5      . .    .   .   .    . 25    1 2    1 3     2 5 6.5    3 . 5 .    1   .   .    .
27 LOCKE, Nate 2     2     4      6 0.5      . .    .   .   .    . 2     2     4      6 0.5      . .    .   .   .    .
34 OSBORNE, Victor 2     5     1      6 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 27    1 5    1 4     2 9 0.5      . .    .   .   .    .
61 BUSH, Terrance 2     2     3      5 1.0    1 . .    .   .   .    . 13     9     8     1 7 1.5    1 . 5 .    2   .   .    .
16 VALDEZ, Austin 2     2     3      5 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 2     2     3      5 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
18 TURNER, Dernard 2     3     1      4 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 2     3     1      4 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
46 WALKER, Charlie 2     2     2      4 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 38    4 6    3 7     8 3 11.5    3 . 5 .    3   1   1    .
50 LUNSFORD, Izaah 2     2     1      3 1.0      . .    1   .   .    . 7     6     3      9 4.0    1 . 0 .    1   .   1    .
21 WATSON, Will 1     3     .      3 1.0      . .    .   .   .    . 24    1 5     9     2 4 1.0      . .    3   1   .    .
88 MONTGOMERY, K 2     1     1      2 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 38    1 7     8     2 5 5.0    4 . 0 .    .   .   .    .
9 GOURDINE, I. 2     .     2      2 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 12     3     3      6 0.0      . 1    .   .   .    .
5 MOORE, Ronnie 2     2     .      2 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 16     9     3     1 2 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
51 BROWN, Malik 1     2     .      2 0.0      . .    1   .   .    . 1     2     .      2 0.0      . .    1   .   .    .
99 BAIRD, Bryan 2     1     1      2 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 23    1 7     9     2 6 7.0    4 . 0 .    .   1   .    .
1 LEWIS, Roger 2     2     .      2 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 2     2     .      2 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
43 THOMAS, Bryan 2     2     .      2 1.0    1 . .    1   .   1    . 32    3 2    4 2     7 4 16.0    5 . 5 .    1   3   1    1
57 BARTMAN, Zac 2     .     1      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 5     .     1      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
22 PHILLIPS, Monti 2     .     1      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 2     .     1      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
24 BEERY, Trevahn 1     .     1      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 1     .     1      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
2S STEPHENS, Clint 1     1     .      1 0.0      . .    1   .   .    . 1     1     .      1 0.0      . .    1   .   .    .
48 HOHENSTEIN, G. 2     1     .      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 16     1     2      3 0.0      . .    .   1   .    .
10 COBY, Herve 2     1     .      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    1 18     1     .      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    1
84 KLINGERMAN, J. 2     1     .      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 2     1     .      1 0.0      . .    .   .   .    .
31 ROBINSON, Matt 1     .     .      . 0.0      . .    1   .   .    . 1     .     .      . 0.0      . .    1   .   .    .
92 COLVIN, Zach 1     .     .      . 0.0      . .    .   .   .    . 38    2 5    2 5     5 0 8.5    1 . 0 .    .   .   1    .
2 GIVENS, Andre 2     .     .      . 0.0      . .    1   .   .    . 17     .     .      . 0.0      . .    1   .   .    .
Total 2   1 1    6 6    1 8 15 3 1    8   2   4    1
Opponents 2    9 2    5 0    1 4 7 3 1    7   1   3    1
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Bowling Green vs WKU (Aug 29, 2014 at Bowling Green, Ky.)
BGSU WKU
Score 31 59
FIRST DOWNS 27 40
RUSHES-YARDS (NET) 35-151 41-133
PASSING YDS (NET) 314 569
Passes Att-Comp-Int 36-25-0 56-46-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS 71-465 97-702
Fumble Returns-Yards 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards 1-28 1-9
Kickoff Returns-Yards 6-128 3-57
Interception Returns-Yards 0-0 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg) 4-43.0 2-53.0
Fumbles-Lost 1-0 3-0
Penalties-Yards 11-96 7-66
Possession Time 24:01 35:59
Third-Down Conversions 4 of 10 14 of 18
Fourth-Down Conversions 0 of 1 0 of 0
Red-Zone Scores-Chances 3-5 7-7
Bowling Green WKU
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
GREENE, Travis 18 94 3 91 1 27 5.1
COPPET, Fred 6 65 0 65 1 24 10.8
GIVENS, Andre 5 17 0 17 1 7 3.4
JOHNSON, Matt 6 5 27 -22 0 4 -3.7
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
ALLEN, Leon 28 112 19 93 1 17 3.3
WALES, Anthony 8 28 1 27 1 8 3.4
TOWNER, Kylen 2 15 0 15 0 15 7.5
DOUGHTY, B. 3 3 5 -2 0 3 -0.7
Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
JOHNSON, Matt 25-36-0 314 1 41 3
Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
DOUGHTY, B. 46-56-0 569 6 55 1
Receiving No. Yards TD Long
LEWIS, Roger 8 78 0 16
DIETER, Gehrig 7 78 0 16
JACKSON, Heath 5 58 0 19
MOORE, Ronnie 2 64 1 41
Receiving No. Yards TD Long
TAYLOR, Taywan 12 185 1 55
DANGERFIELD, J. 10 92 2 16
HENRY, Mitchell 6 77 0 31
ALLEN, Leon 6 53 0 24
Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
DAVIDSON, Joe 4 172 43.0 49 1 0
Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
OCCHIPINTI, J. 2 106 53.0 55 0 1
Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
BURBRINK, Ryan 1 28 0 28
Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
TOWNER, Kylen 1 9 0 9
Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
MOORE, Ronnie 4 87 0 29
COPPET, Fred 1 20 0 20
Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
TOWNER, Kylen 3 57 0 26
Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
SUTTON, Brian 14-4 18 0.0 2.0
MARTIN, Gabe 11-1 12 0.0 1.0
Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
HOLT, Nick 6-3 9 0.0 0.5
THOMAS, Cam 6-0 6 0.0 0.0
Qtr Time Scoring Play V-H
1st 10:12 WKU - ALLEN, Leon 2 yd run (SCHWETTMAN, G. kick), 10-83 3:20 0 - 7
02:29 WKU - TAYLOR, Taywan 55 yd pass from DOUGHTY, B. (SCHWETTMAN, G. kick), 8-88 2:12 0 - 14
2nd 08:36 WKU - GRANT, Antwane 34 yd pass from DOUGHTY, B. (SCHWETTMAN, G. kick), 8-80 2:32 0 - 21
06:54 BGSU - COPPET, Fred 1 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 7-70 1:42 7 - 21
04:41 WKU - MCNEAL, Willie 9 yd pass from DOUGHTY, B. (SCHWETTMAN, G. kick), 6-75 2:13 7 - 28
02:50 BGSU - TATE, Tyler 52 yd field goal, 6-38 1:51 10 - 28
00:00 WKU - SCHWETTMAN, G. 29 yd field goal, 10-63 2:50 10 - 31
3rd 11:24 WKU - DANGERFIELD, J. 5 yd pass from DOUGHTY, B. (SCHWETTMAN, G. kick), 10-69 3:36 10 - 38
08:54 BGSU - GIVENS, Andre 3 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 8-75 2:30 17 - 38
07:16 BGSU - MOORE, Ronnie 41 yd pass from JOHNSON, Matt (TATE, Tyler kick), 2-51 0:39 24 - 38
04:23 WKU - MCNEAL, Willie 20 yd pass from DOUGHTY, B. (SCHWETTMAN, G. kick), 8-77 2:53 24 - 45
4th 13:29 WKU - DANGERFIELD, J. 5 yd pass from DOUGHTY, B. (SCHWETTMAN, G. kick), 11-77 4:08 24 - 52
10:52 BGSU - GREENE, Travis 8 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 9-69 2:37 31 - 52
02:55 WKU - WALES, Anthony 1 yd run (SCHWETTMAN, G. kick), 15-75 7:57 31 - 59
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VMI vs Bowling Green (Sep 06, 2014 at Bowling Green, Ohio)
VMI BGSU
Score 7 48
FIRST DOWNS 24 26
RUSHES-YARDS (NET) 35-97 37-260
PASSING YDS (NET) 321 266
Passes Att-Comp-Int 55-30-1 34-25-1
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS 90-418 71-526
Fumble Returns-Yards 1-10 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards 2-1 5-106
Kickoff Returns-Yards 7-160 0-0
Interception Returns-Yards 1--10 1-19
Punts (Number-Avg) 9-31.7 5-38.2
Fumbles-Lost 2-2 3-1
Penalties-Yards 4-35 7-87
Possession Time 39:07 20:53
Third-Down Conversions 6 of 20 7 of 13
Fourth-Down Conversions 0 of 1 0 of 0
Red-Zone Scores-Chances 1-4 3-4
VMI Bowling Green
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
Jabari Turner 13 46 3 43 0 9 3.3
Deon Watts 11 44 4 40 0 12 3.6
Derrick Ziglar 3 7 0 7 0 5 2.3
Al Cobb 3 11 4 7 0 7 2.3
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
GREENE, Travis 18 132 3 129 2 33 7.2
COPPET, Fred 9 73 0 73 1 21 8.1
GIVENS, Andre 6 41 0 41 0 16 6.8
KNAPKE, James 2 18 0 18 1 17 9.0
Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
Al Cobb 26-43-1 224 0 27 1
Hayden Alford 3-7-0 63 0 41 1
Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
KNAPKE, James 22-31-1 237 1 51 0
CALLAWAY, Cody 3-3-0 29 0 11 0
Receiving No. Yards TD Long
Aaron Sanders 7 76 0 34
Doug Burton 5 86 0 41
Dane Forlines 5 72 0 27
Deon Watts 5 29 0 22
Receiving No. Yards TD Long
LEWIS, Roger 6 140 1 51
JACKSON, Heath 6 59 0 30
MOORE, Ronnie 3 11 0 6
COBY, Herve 2 12 0 8
Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
Hayden Alford 8 285 35.6 45 1 0
TEAM 1 0 0.0 0 0 0
Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
DAVIDSON, Joe 5 191 38.2 44 2 0
Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
Dane Forlines 2 1 0 1
Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
BURBRINK, Ryan 4 77 1 75
COBY, Herve 1 29 1 14
Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
Greg Sanders 4 85 0 27
Taylor Stout 3 75 0 26
Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
James Fruehan 8-2 10 0.0 0.5
Alex James 5-4 9 0.0 0.0
Alijah Robinson 3-3 6 0.0 0.0
Darnell Ashton 2-4 6 0.0 1.0
Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
SENN, Paul 8-5 13 0.0 2.5
HUNTER, Darrell 5-1 6 0.0 0.0
ADJEI-BARIMAH 4-2 6 0.0 0.0
SCHWIETERMAN 2-4 6 1.0 1.0
Qtr Time Scoring Play V-H
1st 10:22 BGSU - KNAPKE, James 1 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 8-71 2:09 0 - 7
03:33 BGSU - BURBRINK, Ryan 75 yd punt return (TATE, Tyler kick) 0 - 14
2nd 14:16 BGSU - COPPET, Fred 15 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 8-86 1:50 0 - 21
11:16 BGSU - GREENE, Travis 21 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick), 6-88 1:21 0 - 28
08:29 VMI - Hayden Alford 1 yd run (D. Christopher kick), 6-69 2:40 7 - 28
02:46 BGSU - GREENE, Travis 7 yd run (TATE, Tyler kick failed), 3-49 0:40 7 - 34
3rd 10:47 BGSU - COBY, Herve 14 yd blocked punt return (TATE, Tyler kick) 7 - 41
4th 08:45 BGSU - LEWIS, Roger 51 yd pass from KNAPKE, James (TATE, Tyler kick), 10-86 3:29 7 - 48
